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RESERVE YOUR BUCK TODAY!
SGCH CAPRIKORN E.T. FLAIR #5122 LA-91
01-01 311 1694 66 54
65 percentile
SGCH CAPRIKORN UNKNOWN BILEX #146 LA-92
05-00 329 4603 168 142
59 percentile
CAPRIKORN ZEPPO CZTAR #248 LA-90
04-01 448 6391 244 186
98 percentile
CAPRIKORN ZECRET CUMIN #276 LA-90
04-00 353 5551 159 156
99 percentile
SGCH CAPRIKORN ZEPPO CASSIOPEIA #292 LA-92
03-10 456 5340 199 156
98 percentile
SGCH CAPRIKORN ZEPPO ELBA #443 LA-91
02-01 334 3703 126 112
90 percentile

DAIRY FARMERS
Preorder a buck from one
of these well-built
heavy milking does.
You get the kid you reserve
even if it turns out to be
the best kid in the crop!
Visit caprikornfarms.com
Price list and videos
are available.

WE
EXPO
RT!

CAPRIKORN FARMS
SAANENS FOR DAIRY FARMERS

20312 Townsend Road
Gapland, MD 21779
(301) 834-8030

CAPRIKORN COBALT EZTAR #479 LA-91
01-11 365 4464 168 139
99 percentile
CAPRIKORN STARBY EXTRACT #490 LA-91
01-11 363 4735 160 135
97 percentile
CAPRIKORN BE FUSILLI #526 LA-90
01-01 339 2500 100 83
96 percentile
SGCH CAPRIKORN DAVID EXTRA ALOHA #405 LA-92
02-01 325 3115 94 88
58 percentile
CAPRIKORN Y KIKI ARUBA #33 LA-90
Lifetime 2,478 25,980 745 795
55 percentile
CAPRIKORN BOSS FIREBEE #579 LA-90
03-00 317 3496 130 104
84 percentile
SGCH CAPRIKORN CHEYENNE #2143 LA-90
03-06 364 3894 151 115
93 percentile
SGCH CAPRIKORN ZEPPO ALEX #112A LA-92
03-07 305 4274 133 125
98 percentile

goat journal : : from the editor

FROM THE EDITOR
HOW MANY GOATS DO YOU HAVE?

P

EOPLE KEEP ASKING
HOW MANY GOATS I
own. That’s really not a fair
question. I have seven goats: My
three San Clemente Island goats to
start my conservation project, three
dairy does, and my wether Taco.
The two fainting goats and their
four kids actually belong to my
husband, his Valentine’s Day gift
last year. And I’m keeping seven
Saanens and LaManchas for my
friend, John. Then there’s Donkey
and Rosalind, who are for sale, so
they technically belong to their
future owners. Oh, and my goats
have some goats; they have about a
dozen babies running around here.
Seven. I have seven goats.
But who’s counting?
What I am counting is the bales
of hay these goats eat, since my
desert farm doesn’t allow for much
pasture! Once in a while, a goat or
two needs to find a new purpose.
And usually it’s the bucklings.
How many goats do YOU
have? And what do you do
with all the bucklings?
We dedicate this issue to all our
goat-owning readers whose spring
adoration of tiny kids turns into a
late-season hay bill and an overload
of goat testosterone in the paddock.
And we have pages full of ideas for
those who have fallen in love with
their boys and want to keep them
around. From cart goats, therapy
animals, weed-eaters, pack goats,
and even messengers of joy within
a big city, our writers want you
to know that purposes abound!
Our Secret Life of Goats story
tells of Angelica, a Nigerian Dwarf
who delivered seven healthy
babies this spring, breaking a
world record. And new Goat
6
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My goats have some goats.

Journal writer Jodi Helmer talks about the four wethers in Los Angeles
that spread good goat cheer at birthday parties and movie nights.
But we can’t focus an entire issue on those “extra” babies. Readers
submitted their concerns about health conditions, and we answered.
From mycobacterium to parasites to a list of what to include in
a goat first aid kit, we have valuable information to share.
Plus: how can you determine a goat’s age based on teeth, horns,
and knees? Tamsin Cooper provides a comprehensive guide.
ENJOY THE JULY/AUGUST 2019 ISSUE OF GOAT JOURNAL. AND
ENJOY THOSE GOATS — ALL OF THEM!

TELL US ABOUT YOU!
Do you have a story suggestion for Goat Journal? Would you like
to tell us how you dealt with a particular problem … or ask for advice
regarding an issue that didn’t go so well?
Send your letters via email to goatjournal@gmail.com or the oldfashioned way to Goat Journal, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451.

ADGA Annual Convennon
Boise, Idaho | October 15 - 20, 2019

Education & Training

Youth Activities & Banquets

Goat Auction & Contests
convennon.adga.org
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal :: conversation

Hello,
I don't own Alpine goats at the moment but am looking
to purchase goats in the near future. I have some Nigerian
Dwarfs, mainly pets. I have roughly 7.5 acres of land in rural
Montana. It is tough going out here in the winter for most
animals, but our goats do okay. I want to start a very small goat
dairy. I have experience in the dairy industry from previous
work, but not on the farm side, and I have raised goats to
sell as pets and had a herd of about 20. I am not sure which
would be the best breed for producing dairy products on a
small farm. I am also very experienced in drying goats’ milk,
so might go that route too. I might stick with Nigerian Dwarfs,
but having short legs is a bit of a disadvantage in the winter.
— Jeff R.
Hi Jeff,
I own several breeds of dairy goats. And I’m from Idaho on
the Montana border, so I’m familiar with cold and snow! Here
is my assessment of my breeds:
Alpine breeds (including Saanen, Toggenburg, Alpine,
French Alpine): Champions in enduring the cold and in maximum
milk production. But their milk tends to have lower butterfat than
miniature or warm-weather breeds, and their milk (especially
Toggenburg) has a more distinct tangy and “goaty” flavor.
My Toggenburg is my dedicated “cheese goat.”
LaMancha: Almost nonexistent ears mean no frostbite there!
My LaMancha doe produces tons of sweet milk, but the butterfat
is lower than that of my Nubians and Nigerians, so she doesn’t
contribute much to cheese and butter.
Nubian: Great milk production, high butterfat, amazing flavor. My
Nubian doe produces the milk that we drink straight, while the other
goats contribute to my cheesemaking. While Nubians are partly from
Africa, they can adapt to cold weather and I have readers in Alaska
that keep them in unheated barns. Ears can get frostbit, so watch out
for humidity and the tendency for ears to dip into drinking water.
Nigerian: My Nigerian dwarf has done great in the cold, growing
thicker cashmere than any of my other goats. She also produces sweet,
high-butterfat milk in lower quantities. But leg length is a factor if
you receive a lot of snow, especially if they have to plow through it
to access food, water, or shelter. These goats would require much less
hay in the winter to keep rumens going and to heat their bodies.
Also, have you considered breeding Kiko lines into your goats?
Our writer Karen Kopf owns about 150 Kikos and Kiko mixes near
Moscow, Idaho and the breed is extremely hardy and disease-resistant.
Crossing Kiko with a dairy goat would still give you great production
from a goat that has fewer problems with rough weather. You can
read more about her ranch and the Kiko breed at kikogoats.org plus
we will have a Kiko Breed Profile in this issue of Goat Journal.
I hope this helps!
Marissa Ames
Editor, Goat Journal
8
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TOXIC PLANT LISTING
at backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com

From the Editor:
Thank you to reader Kristen Fife for
providing a highly curated list of plants
toxic to goats. To read if you have these
plants in your location, visit our story
“Poisonous Plants for Goats” on our site
backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com and
click on the list from Cornell University.
And, as always, contact your local veterinarian or extension office to check for
any unlisted toxic plants in your area.

GOATS ON TV

in the may/june 2019 issue:
Photos in the article were done by
photographer Fiona Costello
(fionacostellophotography.co.uk)
and not appropriately credited.
We apologize for this oversight.

WE LOVE HEARING
FROM YOU!
Send us your letters, whether
positive, constructive, or just to
brag about your goats!
Goat Journal
P.O. Box 566
Medford, WI 54451
or email
goatjournal@gmail.com

goat journal :: reader photos

PH O T O S
1
1. This is a picture of my daughter with her very
first Nigora kids. Submitted by Jeannie White.
2. Pictured is Phoebe, age 9, with the first goat
kidded on our farm at six days old. Phoebe
is planning to use this doeling in 4-H, so
she’s making sure to handle early and often.
Submitted by mom Lauren O’Shea from Start
Line Farm, Hopkinton, Massachusetts.
3. That is me, Stephanie Maupin, doing my
first 3 a.m. feeding for newborn babies during
the polar vortex. They were quads. Submitted
by Maupin Family Farm — Union, Michigan.
We raise ADGA Nigerian Dwarf goats.
4. We raise Nigerian Dwarf goats, but my
son, Brent, loves Boer goats. He has one
Boer goat named Buttercup. Last fall, we
bred Buttercup. She recently delivered a little
buckling, which Brent named “Baxter.” Brent
is so excited to have another Boer on the farm
and plans to show Baxter as a wether this
year in 4-H. Submitted by Carrie Runyan.
5. Melissa Holahan, Chubb E. Acres Farm.

2

3

ways to share:

email photos in jpg format to
goatjournal@gmail.com
message us on facebook:
facebook.com/goatjournal

4

tag us on instagram or
use #goatjournal:
instagram.com/goatjournal
mail your entry to:
goat journal
p.o. box 566
medford, wi 54451
5
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goat journal : : reader spotlight

LULU
GREENWOOD

T

HE DAY ELSA CAME TO LIVE ON OUR
LITTLE FARM, we stayed out past dark
brushing and hugging our new goats.
Elsa is a Nubian from a nearby dairy farm. She
had kidded a few months before so she came
to us in milk. My daughter loves helping me
milk, she's only three but she'll come out with
me every time that she knows I'm going to milk.
She'll pet the animal we're milking and often
make up milking songs. This girl of mine, like so
many her age, adores all things princess so the
fact that one of our new goats was in milk and
came with a princess name pretty much made it
her goat. She has claimed Elsa as her twin sister
since they are both three. The day after Elsa came
home, she told me we needed to have a photo
shoot with the two of them in tiaras. I couldn't
believe my ears. So, I asked her, "You want Elsa
the goat to wear a tiara?" My overjoyed little one
responded, "YES! Elsa wear a tiara and I wear a
tiara and you take the pictures!" So,we did.
All photos by Desireee Greenwood of Deztography,
shared regularly on Instagram @blossomholding.

10
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reader feedback : : milk testing

MILK TESTING

AT QUAKING CANOPY FARM!
by AMANDA WEBER

M

Y FARM IS CALLED QUAKING CANOPY FARM and
I’ve had Nigerian Dwarf goats for 10 years. I focus on
milk production above all else. I often tell folks that I can
find a doe who produces one pound of milk per day and a doe who
produces five pounds of milk per day. It will cost me the same to
feed either doe, so I always select for that five-pound producer. I
chose Nigerian Dwarfs for their small and manageable size as well
as their butterfat which is the highest of all breeds of dairy goat.

Follow Quaking
Canopy Farm and see
Amanda's Nigerian
Dwarf goats, Kukekune
pigs, and Armenian
Gampr LGDs at:
quakingcanopyfarm.com
or their Facebook page.

A certified scale and special collection tubes with preservatives are
required. Careful paperwork is done to record IDs on each doe and
their milk weight. Properly completed milk records are a reliable
way to determine what a doe is actually capable of producing.
A certified independent tester is utilized on test day to identify
does, take weights and samples, and sign off on paperwork.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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reader feedback : : milk testing

Proper sanitation means more accurate somatic
cell counts upon receipt of lab results from the milk
samples we will collect. Gloves, wipes, teat wash, and
after spray (FightBac) are pictured. (For reference we
strip out the first teat full of milk from both sides, spray
generously with chlorhexidine teat wash, wipe with a
disinfectant wipe, milk, and then spray with FightBac.)

After a single doe is milked, her milk is first mixed
or stirred, then weighed, then a sample is collected
into a preservative-containing tube labeled with
her identifier that matches the DHIA paperwork.
Additional useful data provided in this process is
protein and butterfat content of the milk collected
as well as somatic cell counts (an indicator of
mastitis) and other values that help a herd owner
make decisions about feed and care of their does.
Milk is collected, mixed or
stirred, weighed (pictured),
and then a sample is taken. Test
day, milk volume for 24 hours
is taken and plotted on a graph.
Because weighing milk every day
is unrealistic, averages of milk
between one test to the next based
on those weights for those test
days are averaged out. The goal
is to document a full lactation
of 305 days or about 10 months.
Dairy goats are often bred on a
yearly cycle — bred in fall, in
milk for the first three of their five
months of gestation, dried off for
the last two months of gestation,
freshened, and then milked for 10
months — the last three of said
months again being pregnant.

Post wash, pre-milking. A very correct
udder pictured. Structure heavily
influences longevity, production, and
cleanliness. An udder that dangles is easily
knocked around and bruised. Teats that
point in odd directions are more easily
damaged or dirtied, leading to mastitis.
12
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AMANDA WEBER cares for 50 dairy goats, a
dozen Kunekune pigs, seven Armenian Gampr
livestock guardian dogs, and six children
on 20 acres in Wellington, Nevada.

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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back from the vet : : featuring katie estill, dvm

GASTROINTESTINAL
PARASITES IN GOATS

S

UMMERTIME HAS COME, with all of its green
and growing. Your goat herd should have
recovered from the stresses of winter and kidding
and be ready for a productive summer. In any herd,
there may be some goats that aren’t gaining as well
as expected. There can be a multitude of reasons for
any animal to be a poor doer. One common cause for
animals not to thrive is gastrointestinal parasitosis.
The primary gastrointestinal parasites of goats
are nematodes, or round worms. The most common
of which are Haemonchus contortus, Teladorsagia
(Ostertagia) circumcincta, Ostertagia trifurcata, and
Trichostrongylus axei. Haemonchus is more common in
tropical and subtropical climates, or those receiving
summer rain, while Ostertagia and Trichostrongylus
are found in more temperate climates. Out of the
nematodes, Haemonchus causes the most severe
disease, as the adult worm consumes large amounts
of the host animal’s blood. Although the other
nematodes do not result in as severe clinical signs as
Haemonchus, infestation of animals with these parasites
still results in ill thrift and decreased weight gain.
Most goat gastrointestinal parasite prevention
protocols focus on treating infestations of Haemonchus
contortus. In order to prevent and treat infestations
of this parasite, it is important to understand its life
cycle. Haemonchus goes through five stages prior to
becoming an adult worm. This cycle takes 21 days.
Eggs are passed in feces of infected animals. These
eggs develop into L2 larva in the feces in roughly six
days. L2 larva mature into L3 larva and leave the fecal
material. These larvae survive in the environment
for an extended period of time and can move up
grass blades two to three inches. The L3 larva is then
digested by a grazing animal. Within the abomasum,
or true stomach, of the animal L3 will molt into L4.
L4 will then either enter a stage called hypobiosis,
or mature into an adult. Hypobiosis is a stage of
dormancy or arrested development where the L4
encysts in the glands of the abomasum. There are
a multitude of signals that can signal the L4 stage
14
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to mature into adult worms. These signals include
changes in the external environment, like increasing
temperatures and rain, as well as internal environment,
such as the rise of estrogen within the host.
Haemonchus can become dormant during times when
external conditions are unfavorable to maturation
of larvae, such as cold winters or hot summers.
As mentioned previously, a heavy burden of
Haemonchus can cause severe anemia. Anemia can
be assessed by examining an animal’s mucous
membranes, namely in the eyes and mouth.
Haemonchus can also cause a condition called bottle
jaw, which is edema, or fluid accumulation, in the
tissues under the jaw. Weight loss and decreased
production may also be noted. While Haemonhcus does
not generally cause diarrhea, the other nematodes,
Ostertagia and Trichostrongylus, are noted to do
so. Definitive diagnosis of Haemonchus and other
gastrointestinal parasites is done by fecal assessment.
Feces of a group of animals or individual animals is
assessed by a veterinary professional. In herds with
Haemonchus infestations, FAMACHA scoring may
be used to assess severity of anemia. FAMACHA
provides a color gradation chart with indications
for when to treat animals for those infections.
When concerned about a GI parasite problem
within your herd, it is important to work closely
with your veterinarian to determine the cause.
Treatment for gastrointestinal parasites is focused
on two things; pasture rotation and anthelminthics,
or dewormers. Pasture rotation is just as important as
deworming as it disrupts the life cycle of the parasite.
Animals grazed continuously on the same pasture are
more prone to gastrointestinal parasitism. In goats,
which are more apt to browse, they should be fed off
the ground whenever possible. This decreases the risk
of fecal contamination of feed. Pastures that have been
grazed down should be allowed to rest, and goats
should be moved into another pasture. It is also helpful
to alternate the species of animal grazing pastures.
Horses and cattle are not the appropriate hosts for

the parasites of small ruminants, so it safe for them
to graze a pasture after goats without continuing the
parasite life cycle. Pastures that have been recently
burned or tilled are also good pastures to rotate into,
as those processes destroy the parasite larva. Timing
of movement from pasture should also be coordinated
with the deworming protocol of the farm. If possible,
animals should be kept on the same pasture, or drylotted for a day or so after deworming. This prevents
the transmission of the parasites to the new pasture.
Anthelminthics, or dewormers, are the medications
used to treat animals found to have parasite
infestations. There are three classes of anthelminthics
used in goats; avermectins, benzimidazoles, and
imidothiazoles. Avermectins include ivermectin and
moxidectin. While these medications are effective
against nematodes, they are not FDA approved for
use in sheep and goats. Using these medications
“extra-label” means that their use requires a
prescription from your veterinarian which includes
dosage and withdrawal times. Benzimidazoles are
labeled for use in sheep and goats. These products
include fenbendazole and albendazole, which are
white drenches. These products tend to be less
effective against Haemonchus than other dewormers.
If parasites are resistant to one of these medications,
they are likely to be resistant to the entire class of
medications (resistance will be discussed shortly).
Finally, the only imidothiazole is levamisole. It is
also approved for use in goats with fewer issues with
resistance and effectivity than the benzimidazoles.
When choosing the appropriate medication for
your herd, it is important to consider what parasites
you are treating as well as route of administration
and cost of these medications. Haemonchus is often
not the only parasite that needs to be treated.
Especially when using drugs not labeled for goats,
it is important to seek the advice of a veterinarian
to ensure appropriate dosing and administration.
While anthelminthics are the only way to kill these
parasites in the case of an infestation, there are now
concerns about over-use of these products. Parasites
can develop resistance to these medications, especially
with repeated use. To reduce the risk of resistance
within your herd, several steps must be taken. First,
anthelminthics must be used wisely. When dosing,
it should be ensured that every animal is receiving
sufficient dosage. The easiest way to do this is to set the
dosage for the largest animal in every group treated. It
is also not necessary to deworm every animal within
your herd. Targeting only animals with clinical signs
or increased risk reduces resistance as well as cost.
FAMACHA scoring and careful consultation with
your veterinarian can provide an appropriate protocol.
The use of anti-parasitics should also be coupled with

appropriate pasture rotation and feeding methods.
Animals should not be moved to a new pasture
immediately after deworming, as that exposes that
pasture only to resistant parasites. Care should also
be taken when bringing new animals into your herd.
Those with indications of parasite infestation should
be avoided, or quarantined. Animals with infestations
may easily be identified by sending feces for testing.
Gastrointestinal parasites, and Haemonchus
particularly, can result in serious losses within your
goat herd. It is very important when beginning
a parasite control program to work closely with
your veterinarian. Yearly or biannual deworming
with alternating anti-parasitics is no longer
the recommended protocol, as this can lead to
increased resistance within your herd. Creating
a parasite control protocol that is effective for
your herd is imperative to control parasites and
prevention of resistance. This control program
should be based not only on deworming, but
also on strategic grazing and feeding.
SOURCES
merckvetmanual.com/digestive-system/gastrointestinal-parasites-of-ruminants/gastrointestinal-parasites-of-sheep-and-goats
extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/AS/AS-573-W.pdf
extension.colostate.edu/topic-areas/agriculture/gastrointestinal-parasites-in-sheep-and-goats-frequently-asked-questions-8-019/
catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/
project/pdf/em9055.pdf

KATIE ESTILL, DVM, is a veterinarian consultant
for Goat Journal, Countryside & Small Stock
Journal, and Countryside online. She works with
goats and other large livestock at Desert Trails
Veterinary Services in Winnemucca, Nevada.

FAST FENCE
Info and buy now at

www.electricnets.com
800-356-5458
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katherine’s caprine corner : : featuring katherine drovdahl

Do you have a question for Katherine’s Caprine Corner?
Send it to us at goatjournal@gmail.com.
Katherine Drovdahl MH CA CR DipHIr CEIT QTP answers your questions about Mayapple
wildflower, cleansing goat livers, scurs, and what to do if your goat has a runny nose in summer.
Q: Should I do a “cleanse” on my goat?

Q: Mayapple wildflower grows
rampant in Tennessee including
my pasture. Is it a deadly plant
for goats?
A: While it’s not deadly if goats take a
random bite, I would not recommend
Podophyllum pelatatun as a good plant for
any livestock and especially pregnant
ones. The seeds and immature green
fruits are considered toxic. Toxins are
also extracted from their roots (rhizomes)
and the juices can be used to help
remove warts. It has a higher known
alkaloid content, and alkaloids have a
negative impact on the nervous system
and mental ability, either slowing or
increasing nervous system activity as
well as causing the nerves and other
cells to lose minerals. Mayapple can also
cause moderate to severe GI pain (which
could possibly excite a uterus and could
cause loss of kids). If it’s in your pasture
I recommend restricting pregnant goats'
access to that field and to always feed
hay about an hour before turning out
other goats to lessen the chances that the
hungry goaties grab the wrong plants.
16
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A: That depends, but usually yes! Very simply stated: the
liver is responsible for breaking down fat soluble nutrients and
toxins. Medications, grooming products, parasite products, etc.
that have an “extended” life tend to be fat soluble in makeup.
The kidneys break down water soluble nutrients and toxins.
All chemicals have to be broken down by one or the other.
Chemical exposure varies on a herd-by-herd basis but even in
our farm’s near-pristine environment, airplanes still fly over on
their way to Seattle and cars leave exhaust. Well waters generally
have something in them and city water contains a plethora of
chemicals. Grooming products, feeds, fly sprays, external and
internal parasite controls, vaccinations, and other medications are
not fully broken down by the cleansing organs, leaving a residue
behind. In general, until liver or kidneys are compromised by
about 65%, there won’t be noticeable symptoms. That’s good in
that an animal can function with even a considerable amount
of accumulation and damage, but until there is a lot of damage
you may not notice a problem coming on. We find that most
skin issues in goats have a root cause of toxic buildup in the
liver and or kidneys. I personally like to run all of my herds
through a cleanse once a year after they have their babies to
help their bodies clean and tune up their liver and kidneys.
We find that each generation becomes hardier and requires
less feed to maintain condition and the kids are stronger with
each passing generation. I avoid cleaning unless there is an
emergency during first trimester, to avoid releasing toxins into
the bloodstream, and then move at a slower pace the rest of
pregnancy in case of a poisoning or a serious chronic health issue.

Q: It’s summer. Why does my goat have
a runny nose?
A: There could be many reasons. Viral and bacterial
activity doesn’t stop just because it’s summer.
While humid environments see a larger amount of
this activity than drier ones, this can be a concern
anywhere. Stress on your goat from a move or
exhibition, or just having kidded recently, may
cause this, in addition to temperature swings from
day to day. Goats breathing excess dust in feed,
barns, or their environment may be shedding gunk.
Breathing wildfire or burn pile smoke may stress the
respiratory system. Vaccinations can cause runny
noses as the body tries to throw out the gunk put
into it. The main thing I pay attention to is that
they have a normal body temperature and that the
runny nose is clear. If we have those, I just watch
them or may add a teensy smear of Eucalyptus
globulus essential oil (not a drop just a smear) to
the hair under their nostrils to help their bodies
go after any potential early invaders in the lungs.
Often that’s all I have to do. If they have stressors
in their environment then I change those if I can
and also support their immune system. If I see any
green, whitish, or yellowish coloration, I suspect a
viral or bacterial issue coming on. For brownish and
blackish types of discharge, I suspect breathing in
too much dust or smoke particulate, just as happens
to us if we breathe in a bunch of dust and then blow
our nose to find our tissue filled with brown mucus.

Q: My yearling buck has scurs. Should I have those removed by my vet?
A: Probably not. Scurs are horn growth that may occur when a dehorning/disbudding wasn’t 100% successful.
This is more common in bucks when owners fail to disbud them young enough or fail to disbud bucklings
with a figure-eight pattern to accommodate their oval horn buds/growth. Once the horn fuses to the skull it
requires surgery to remove. This involves a strong anesthesia which can put the goat’s life at risk. Also, your
vet will need to use a power tool with a very strong rotating blade to cut into the skull, exposing the sinus
cavity, to try to get all of the horn base out of the skull. There is zero guarantee that they will get all of the horn
base. This means the scurs can regrow. It is a lot of stress on the goat and owner. A lot of care goes into the
healing process to avoid infections or fly issues with the exposed sinus cavities, as well as isolating them so
they don’t get head butted by another goat while healing. So, while it can be done, I don’t recommend it.

KATHERINE DROVDAHL and husband Jerry keep LaManchas, horses, alpacas,
and gardens on a small piece of Washington State paradise. Her certifications,
including Master of Herbology, help her guide others through human or creature
wellness problems. Her wellness products, consultations, and signed copies of The
Accessible Pet, Equine and Livestock Herbal are available at firmeadowllc.com.
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CAN MY GOAT BE
PART OF A
PET THERAPY
PROGRAM?
by REBECCA SANDERSON

P

it must meet a few criteria. The main criteria include it
ET THERAPY PROGRAMS are currently taking
being very calm, even when in surroundings that are
off. People everywhere are realizing the benefits
unfamiliar. It must be clean; smelly bucks may not be
that can come from interaction with animals.
the best option. It would be best for a goat to not have
These benefits take many forms such as lower levels
horns. Many of you have
of anxiety, lower blood
probably experienced your
pressure, reduced risk of
friendly goat giving a little
heart attack or stroke, and
A service animal is considered a
head toss and coming close
lower rates of depression.
to accidentally gouging an
While professional
medical device, not a pet. These
eye or other soft body part.
animal-assisted therapy is
animals have full access rights to
You do not want any chance
conducted by a qualified
of this happening when
therapist, you can still give
any public places. A therapy aniparticipating in pet therapy.
and receive many of the
You may desire your goat
same benefits without the
mal does not require specialized
to go through some form of
training. Therapy animals
therapy animal registration.
come in many forms such as
training but does provide comfort
Be wary when looking for a
dogs, horses, llamas, rabbits,
to others. They have no public acproper way to register your
and yes, even goats. Your
goat as a therapy animal.
goats could possibly be used
cess rights and must be invited
There are many false
as therapy animals to benefit
registries that charge you
the lives of other people,
anywhere you want to take them.
for a certificate that doesn’t
because you already know
actually do anything. In
how intuitive and moodorder to understand therapy
uplifting they are. Some
animal certification, first you must understand the
easy ways in which goats are being used as therapy
animals are in care homes and even through goat yoga. three types of assistance animals. The first is a service
animal which is licensed and specifically trained to
In order for your goat to become a therapy animal,
18
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animal. While some facilities will want your animal
perform tasks to aid their handler’s disability. These
registered, there will also be facilities that don’t care.
animals have full access rights to any public places. A
Christy Orf utilizes goats on her farm both for her
service animal is considered a medical device, not a
own household as well as visiting care facilities. She
pet. An emotional support animal is prescribed by a
houses foster children and has found that her goats
psychologist or licensed therapist to provide comfort
greatly help the children, especially as many of them
to their handler. They are not specially trained and
have come from traumatic experiences. She says, “My
their only special rights are to “no-pet” housing and
favorite part of having therapy
flying with their handler on
goats is that they teach us to love
airplanes. A therapy animal does
again in so many different ways.”
not require specialized training
She has several different varieties
but does provide comfort to
My favorite part of having
of dairy goats so they can also
others. They have no public
utilize the milk. When she visits
access rights and must be invited
therapy goats is that they
care facilities, she chooses either
anywhere you want to take
teach us to love again in
wethers or does that have a
them. Therapy animals need
sweeter temperament and love
to be well-trained and wellso many different ways.
people. She prefers no horns on
mannered. In order for a therapy
her goats because even with wellanimal to be registered, they
behaved, people-friendly goats, a
must be screened for discipline,
little nudge can cause significant
the ability to interact well
damage especially with children or the elderly. When
with people of all ages and abilities, and be able
Christy takes her goats to visit facilities, she will often
to remain calm even in situations that would be
recommend bringing animal crackers or a similar treat
likely to upset most animals (hair pulling, being
for people to feed the goats. Doesn’t everybody love
hugged roughly, sudden loud noises, etc.). The
giving treats to animals? Just be ready to clean up any
National Service Animal Registry is one source when
you are looking to register your goat as a therapy

Photos by Kate Pecina, who works as an activities director
in her local nursing home ... and also owns goats!
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Top left: Photo by Christy Orf, who utilizes goats on
her farm both for her household as well as visiting
care facilities.
Right and bottom left: More of Kate Pecina's goats
relieving stress for nursing home residents.

mess that the goats leave behind!
Kate Pecina gives us a view of
the other side when we want to
visit care facilities with our therapy
animals. She works as an activities
director in her local nursing home,
but she also owns goats. She states
that if you want to visit, first call
and talk to the activities director
(like her!) to gain permission, set a
date and time, and plan how best to
execute the visit. When Kate brings
her goats to visit the residents of
20
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her facility, she usually just brings
babies for multiple reasons. The
babies are easier to wash (especially
their hooves), they can be carried
and held in people’s laps, and
they don’t have horns yet. They
are also less likely to pee or poop
if they are being held the entire
time. Remember though, even with
babies, vaccinations are a must!
Coming from someone working on
the inside, she likes that these visits
are great for both the residents and

the staff. Concerning her coworkers
and the goats she states, “It’s a
stressful job, working in a nursing
home … it relieves a lot of stress
for them as well as the residents.”
There are few people in this world
who don’t love baby animals!
You have many options before
you if you want to utilize your
goats to benefit other people.
Therapy animals are often used
in hospitals, schools, hospice,
nursing homes, and rehabilitation

centers. These are referred to as
“Therapeutic Visitation” animals
and are the most common type
of therapy animal. Another
option we have seen recently
comes through activities such as
goat yoga. Goat yoga is regular
yoga with goats running around
and interacting with you. Many
places use primarily baby goats
that will jump on you, but
others have goats of all ages.
As you explore the options of
a pet therapy program, be sure
that your goats are ready for the
level of interaction that will be
required for them to be therapy
animals. Animal therapy in care
homes is one of the most known
and easiest to accomplish therapy
programs. Having animals visit
gives such great benefits and joy
to the residents of care homes,
hospitals, and other similar places.
Often, people living in these
situations used to have pets and
probably miss having that animal
interaction. While registration
may not be required, it may help
get your goats in more places
and give you more credibility.
Babies are easier to handle, but
goats of all ages can give love and
affection to those around them. I
highly recommend looking into
the possibility of sharing your
goat’s love with those around
you to help combat loneliness,
depression, and anxiety.

REBECCA SANDERSON grew
up in a very small town in Idaho
with a backyard full of chickens, goats, sometimes sheep
and ducks, and other random
animals in addition to the cats
and dogs. She is now married
with two little girls and loves the
homesteading life! Her husband
is very supportive (tolerant) of
her continued experiments in
making many items from scratch
and he even helps sometimes.

Building Small Barns,
Sheds & Shelters
By Monte Burch

Specific plans and
how-to-build instructions
for popular home and
family-farm structures.
Extend your working,
living and storage areas
with low-cost barns,
sheds, and animal shelters.

iamcountryside.com/shop • 970-392-4419
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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TRAINING
GOATS
TO PULL
CARTS
by PATRICE LEWIS

W

HY DON’T MORE
goat enthusiasts teach
their animals to pull
carts? Goats have been used
as cart animals for over 4,000
years. Why not train yours?
When selecting a goat to train for
harness, choose a healthy animal
with good conformation. Larger
breeds can pull more, and those
with a calm personality work best.
Does should only be worked if
they’re not being milked; a milking
doe already has enough demands
on her body. Bucks work well
if they’re under a year old, but
mature bucks are too distractible.
Wethers are often the best choice.
No particular breed is better
than another. Work with the breed
you love best, that gives the most
“heart.” Mixed breeds can work
every bit as well as purebreds.
HARNESS TRAINING
Training a goat to harness
should start at a very young age.
Most goats take well to a harness
if they’re already used to being
handled. When starting to train
a goat, make the experience
enjoyable for the animal. Brush
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him everywhere, especially
where the harness touches. This
beautifies the animal’s coat and
keeps irritants from occurring,
and makes him look forward
to the harness experience.
When training, find a place as
free as possible of distractions to
ensure you have the animal’s full
attention. Clip his halter close to
a fence post or other immovable

object so he can’t move around
while you put on the harness.
For the first few times your goat
wears a harness, just take him for
a walk and let him get used to the
feel. He must learn the harness
is not threatening, and this also
gives you the opportunity to
see how well the harness fits.
During this early stage,
reward him with frequent

How long will it take
to train? As much time
as the goat needs.
There’s no shortcut.

James and Harry Stidham, c.1918. From the collection of William Creswell.

praise: verbal, physical (petting and brushing),
and edible (treats). Collectively this is known as
feeding his ego — since everyone knows how vain
goats are! A happy goat is a cooperative goat.
Don’t forget to use verbal commands — walk,
whoa, back-up, trot, gee, ha, etc. — as you
train. Speak in a clear, firm voice, and have the

animal perform the command each time you
say the word. By the time the goat starts pulling
a cart, he’ll understand the commands.
Next, exert a little pressure on his chest by
pulling back on the harness (mimicking the feel of
pulling a cart). Then stop and feed his ego again.
Training should be 15 to 30 minutes, twice

For our full product line & demo videos LakelandGoat.com

Our extensive line of goat handling products
are excellent quality and help to make your job easy!
BASKET
FEEDER
DELUXE SPIN
TRIM CHUTE
Optional extra
pads shown in
picture

WORKING
CHUTE AND
CROWDING TUB

NEW EASY KLAMP

Watch our video
to see it in action!

• Unique dual catch & release full
width pedal for ease of operation
• Fully adjustable width of clamp
• Ideal for dagging/drenching/
vaccinating & tagging
• Hooks up to Lakeland Working
Chute and Crowding Tub

1-866-443-7444
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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a day, every day. More than that and the goat
may balk; less and the goat won’t learn.

is not to control the animal, but merely reinforce the
driver’s directions (turning left or right, stopping, etc.).
Incidentally, don’t say “giddy-up” and use driving
lines to slap the goat’s back. This teaches him to
move whenever he feels the lines on his back. Try
carrying a driving whip — NOT to whip the animal,
of course, but merely to cue him and reinforce the
verbal commands. (Use a driving whip as an extension
of your arm. Tap the animal to reinforce a verbal
command and cue him to go forward or turn.)
Goats don’t have the power of horses, so
don’t overload their capacity. A rule of thumb
is to load no more than one and a half times the
goat’s weight — and that load should include
the weight of the harness, shafts, and cart.
How long will it take to train? As much time
as the goat needs. There’s no shortcut.

TRAINING TO PULL
Next, do NOT hook the goat up to a wagon, but
simply go for a walk, leading the goat with one hand
and pulling the wagon behind you with the other.
This is because wagons are noisy. You don’t
want your animal to get spooked from a rattling
object attached to him. Give him two or three
days to get used to having this strange thing
following him. Don’t rush this process! Remember
to feed his ego as he learns to cooperate.
When the animal is at the point where he remains
calm, you can hook him to the wagon shafts. Make
sure shafts fit correctly to the loops on each side
of the harness. Attached to the shafts, these loops
become brakes when stopping or going downhill.
Choosing the correctly sized cart or wagon is
TYPES OF HARNESSES
important. Anything too big may injure or overwhelm
Goat harnesses differ depending on what function
the goat; and anything too small will be too light for
the goat is performing. Most people use an “allsafe pulling. The vehicle should
purpose” or cart harness,
be in good repair, with axles
suitable for a wagon (four
and tires working properly.
wheels) or a cart (two wheels).
If the cart or wagon does
Whatever style is used, the
not come with shafts, it will
harness should include a
Training should be 15 to
need to be modified. DO NOT
breeching (butt piece). A
have a goat pull a wagon by
breeching engages when an
30 minutes, twice a day,
the handle! Using a wagon
animal slows down or travels
handle (instead of shafts)
downhill, and it works to
every day. More than that
is dangerous, especially
brake or stabilize a load.
and the goat may balk; less
going downhill, because it
Goats can also use a wagon
has no braking system.
harness, which is similar to a
and the goat won’t learn.
There should be no cargo (or
cart harness but geared only
passengers) at first. Take the
for a wagon. The difference
goat for a short walk and make
is the hold straps for the
a big deal of how wonderful
shafts — these are missing
he is (feed that ego again!).
in a wagon harness because
Gradually add weight to the wagon. Firewood
wagon shafts attach to the vehicle in a different
is excellent because you can gradually add more
manner and the wagon has four wheels for balance.
pieces and get the goat used to pulling heavier loads.
Don’t use a dog harness for a goat.
Don’t start him off with too heavy a load or he’ll get
Dogs and goats are built differently.
discouraged. Lighter loads also prevent sore muscles.
Above all, never ever have a goat pull anything
using a collar. This can easily crush their windpipe
TRAINING TO DRIVE
and kill the animal. The safety and comfort of
Once a goat knows how to pull, it’s time to teach
the goat should be a handler’s top priority.
him to drive. This is when a driver controls the
animal from behind while seated on a cart or wagon.
TO BIT OR NOT TO BIT
Driving lines clip to his halter, running through
Goats can be driven by either a halter or
a harness loop all the way back to the driver.
with a bit. Which is the better choice?
Training to drive is best done with two people —
That depends on how well the animal is trained,
one behind in the cart, the other up front holding a
as well as where he’ll be working. If the goat
lead rope attached to the halter. The lead-holder’s job
performs in a public setting (such as a parade)
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where control is imperative and
there is little room for error, a
bit might be a better option.
Do NOT use a bit of any sort
when a goat is first being trained
to harness. Trainers who use bits
on their goats often use equipment
designed for miniature horses. One
trainer uses a 3½-inch miniature
horse French link snaffle bit “since
goats appear to have fairly low
palates.” She chose a copper bit

since goats like the taste of copper.
One warning about using
bits: the handler must use an
extremely light hand on the
lines. If too much pressure is
applied, the goat could react by
rearing or otherwise struggling
to get away from the pressure.
With a little patience, you could
have a superb animal worth his
weight in gold as he prances
in a parade or pulls his weight
around the homestead. Enjoy!

PATRICE LEWIS is a wife, mother, homesteader, homeschooler, author,
blogger, columnist, and speaker. An advocate of simple living and
self-sufficiency, she has practiced and written about self-reliance and
preparedness for almost 30 years. She is experienced in homestead
animal husbandry and small-scale dairy production, food preservation
and canning, country relocation, home-based businesses, homeschooling, personal money management, and food self-sufficiency. Follow her
website patricelewis.com or blog rural-revolution.com.

A Well-Made
Fence Brings
Peace of Mind!

by

Gail Damerow

iamcountryside.com
970-392-4419

We’re here for what’s next.
800-237-7193 ext. 10 - sheepandgoatfund.com

The NLPA Sheep and Goat Fund assists the U.S. sheep and goat industries
by financing projects that strengthen and enhance the production and
marketing of sheep and goats and their products. It is a valuable tool to
expand your operation and take it beyond the farm gate. Learn how you
can benefit from the fund at sheepandgoatfund.com.

Invest in equipment and
business development
Facilitate flock/herd expansion
Improve marketing and product quality

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Author Karen Kopf with goats Nino and Harri.

Geissebei Trekkinggeissen
To the Alps and Back with Pack Goats

W

by KAREN KOPF
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ANDERING IN THE
Swiss Alps, surrounded
by goats, is a dream that
has filled my head since I was a
little girl listening to the story of
Heidi by Johanna Spyri. Imagine my
delight when my travels took me to
Switzerland, and a Google inquiry
led me to Thomas and Silvia Rupp
and Geissebei Trekkinggeissen, a
small operation offering excursions
in the Alps with goats. Not just a
story or a dream — it can be done!
While goats are part of the Swiss
cultural heritage, for decades
they were called “the poor man’s
cow.” Not as prevalent as cows,
they are gaining popularity with
the increasing demand for goat
cheese and goat products. Goat
meat is still uncommon, and served
mostly at Easter. While there are
many Swiss breeds unavailable in

the United States, some familiar
breeds have their origins in
Switzerland and are named for
regions of the country: Saanens,
Toggenburgs, and Oberhasli.
Apartments and townhomes
are the norm in most cities, but
the Rupps were drawn to rural
living. They purchased a small
farmstead in Speicher, Switzerland
with a very typical Swiss farm
house — one half is the home and
the other is the barn. Walking into
the barn instead of the bathroom
is an easy mistake for guests to
make — thus the “caution” sign
on the door. As you can imagine,
without animals, half of the house
felt empty, so the Rupps welcomed
a few Pygmy goats … which then
became a few more. As their herd
grew — so did their love of goats.
Silvia found a story about

another couple with goats offering something still
falling or shifting in the trailer. This is not only brilliant,
very new to Switzerland — two-day pack goat trips
but essential for horned goats to prevent injury. There
in the Gotthard region. It was the perfect gift for
are clips inside and out to carabiner the goats on a
Thomas’ 40th birthday, and a turning point for them.
short tether. The goats are comfortable and secure and
Thomas recounts, “I was impressed by the size of these everything moves with precision — Swiss watch style.
animals, how they moved over rocks and entertained
Switzerland is a very small country with an area
the camp at dinner. There was no question from that
of 15,940 square miles (about half the size of South
moment — we wanted to have our own goats for
Carolina). Thomas estimates that fewer than 20
hiking. But our Pygmies? What would they carry, a six- people in a country of 8.5 million habitants have
pack of eggs?” Following the trip in 2007, they began
pack goats. This is partly because there are limited
researching, and in 2009 adopted two large breed
opportunities to live in rural areas where goats can
goats: Luzi, a Gamsfarbig goat, and Gianni, a Pfauen
be kept, and the demands on the land for living
goat. They took them for walks and trained them to
space and agriculture limit where you can hike.
packs. What had begun as a hobby was now becoming
If one does not wish to compete with grazing cows
their passion … and they wanted more goats.
and sheep, hikes are usually above 6,000 feet. The
Nino and Rocky joined the herd in 2011. They are an
Rupps try to avoid sheep because they are unattended
endangered breed, Nera Verzasca, all black and unique
and can spread disease to their goats. On the trail,
to Switzerland. To get them would require climbing
hikers and mountaineers are receptive to them. They
Alp Odro, a steep 2,100-foot vertical ascent. For the
have even been welcomed to ride in a gondola with
descent, their breeder made backpacks out of old post
other passengers! Very often a short hike becomes
mailbags and used raingear
much longer than planned, as
and cut a hole so the little goats
curious passersby stop them
could stick their heads out.
with questions. Most are excited
The kids wiggled and kicked
to encounter the goats; some
While goats are part of the
on their backs for two hours,
are a bit fearful of the size of the
but the Rupps did not grow
goats and their horns, but warm
Swiss cultural heritage, for
weary of it. They were thrilled
up to them quickly noticing how
decades they were called
with their new additions!
calm and friendly they are.
Goat-keeping has not been
Interest around pack goats is
“the poor man’s cow.” Not as
without cost or heartbreak.
growing. They are well-known
They were required to take a
in their town, and surrounding
prevalent as cows, they are
course and become certified,
communities where they
and must keep detailed
frequently hike. They also
gaining popularity with the
records of manure transfer
participate in numerous fairs
increasing demand for goat
from their manure pit, which
and festivals helping others see
was improved in their house
the versatility of goats beyond
cheese and goat products.
remodeling. Vaccinations are
dairy. Last year, a German
not mandatory, and one of their
television station filmed them
first goats passed away from
in a documentary in the nearby
Clostridia. Another challenge
town of Gais. Gais sounds like
with wethers is urinary calculi. They now have
the word for goat in the regional dialect — so as a play
prevention management practices in place.
on the word, its mascot is an Appenzeller goat named
The style of goat gear they needed was not to be
Laura. Her birthday is a town holiday and draws
found, so Silvia designed it. She makes all of their
celebrants far and wide. Laura’s community trails are
panniers and custom-fit halters, complete with their
one of the places the Rupps frequent with their goats.
names embroidered on the padded nosebands.
While the filming was an exciting opportunity,
The seams are sealed and closures rolled. Her
Thomas had his reservations. “We were a bit concerned
craftsmanship is impeccable. One can see that her
about how our boys would interact with the film
efforts are truly a labor of love for their goats!
crew and whether they would follow the storyline
Thomas employed his technical ingenuity for a
of the narrator. Fortunately, they did an excellent
trailer to transport their goats. There is a notched rail
job, they did several takes on the same scene, when
along each side of the trailer interior and spring-loaded something was not perfect, like the sound of a
poles that can be tensioned at any distance to create
passing airplane. Also, we had the babies with us,
sections for the goats and accommodate a variety of
and didn’t know how they would do, since it was
goat sizes. The cushioned rods keep the goats from
their first long hike. Learning from the experienced
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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I was impressed by the size
of these animals, how they
moved over rocks and entertained the camp at dinner.
There was no question from
that moment — we wanted to
have our own goats for hiking.
But our Pygmies? What would
they carry, a six-pack of eggs?

Filming a documentary with a German television station.

Ascending Chaserugg in the gondola.
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packers they did well. As baby goats, they had all
the attention — from guests as well as the crew!”
There is a tradition among Swiss farmers to
wear a gold earring — some are cup and ladle
for dairy, and some are stamped cows. Thomas
has a unique earring that Silvia had custom made
for him: a stamped pack goat. “Some recognize
it, but I think most people assume it is a typical
cow. People have commented when they see it
more closely ‘That is a strange cow you wear!’ I
treasure it because it is Gianni, my first pack goat,
the one we lost to UC. A cow or any other earring
would have no meaning to me. Having Gianni in
the ear and knowing the artist who made it makes
me proud. It represents our life with the goats.”
Both work outside of the home, Silvia in a
hospital, and Thomas in forensic investigation.
They find time with their goats fulfilling and means
of being grounded and connected to the earth.
Thomas credits the goats with their quality of life
in general. Caring for the goats, and adventuring
with them, give him and Silvia a sense of peace
despite the challenges of their work. Through
the goats they meet many people — some along
the trails — and some who travel purposefully
to experience Geissebei Trekkinggeissen.
The goats are their “kids” and most of what
they do centers around them. One of their favorite
pastimes is to escape to the Alps for overnight
camping trips as a family. “We like the quietness,
seeing our goats grazing and climbing on rocks.
It is the ultimate reward for our everyday barn
chores. There is no better place to spend the night
than in a bivy bag under the stars next to the
goats, hearing them ruminate and burp.”

Thomas loading goats in trailer.

Gianni earring.

There is a tradition among
Swiss farmers to wear a
gold earring — some are
cup and ladle for dairy,
and some are stamped
cows. Thomas has a
unique earring that Silvia
had custom made for him:
a stamped pack goat.
Silvia sewing a pannier.

Rupps House.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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JUSLAYVE W3I1TH
TO
D
EARLY-BIR
PRICING

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA • From the Soil Up
The annual Eco-Ag Conference and Trade Show continues to set the standard
for showcasing agricultural innovation. It is where the world’s leading ecological
agriculture practitioners gather to teach, share and learn strategies for a healthy,
regenerative and profitable farming system.

Be sure to register before July 31st for early bird registration savings!
Go to www.events.acresusa.com, or call 800.355.5313

ECO-AG U ADVANCED LEARNING SEMINARS: DEC. 9-10
s
Wo
rkshop

Eco-Ag U’s intensive learning workshops are designed to dig
deeper into core technologies of eco-agriculture and to share
proven strategies you can take home.

Monday, Dec. 9:

Tuesday, Dec. 10:

• Mineral Nutrition & Plant Disease
-Dr. Don Huber
• Water Management Strategies
-Mark Shepard
• Raising Animals Organically
-Dr. Paul Dettloff

• Foundations for Soil Health
-Neal Kinsey
• Farm-Scale Non-Chemical Weed Control
-Andrew Smith & Emmanuel Omondi,
Rodale Institute
• Connecting Our Health to the Food System
-Dr. Nasha Winters

Capturing the Hemp
Opportunity on Your Farm
-Doug Fine

This workshop will feature a panel of hemp
experts who will help you navigate the
emerging hemp opportunity and bring it
to life on your farm!

Space is limited for Eco-Ag U workshops.
Register early to ensure your place!
Eco-Ag U workshops qualify for between
8 and 16 Continuing Education Units (CEUs)

Two-Day Workshop (Dec. 9-10) with John Kempf

The Principles and Science of Developing Regenerative Agriculture Ecosystems
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Eco-Ag Conference – Dec. 10-12
Every year Acres U.S.A. puts together a conference packed full of sustainable agriculture
content and presented by speakers who are experts and practitioners with proven strategies for
profitable farm management. Some of the activities you can look forward to are:

• Two+ Days of Seminars
Led By Experts
• Eco-Consulting Halls

• Round Table Discussions
• Film Screenings
• Networking Events

• Acres U.S.A. Bookstore
• Author Book Signings

Check out www.events.acresusa.com for the latest agenda, speakers and activities.

Eco-Ag Trade Show – Dec. 10-12
Exhibitors at the Eco-Ag Trade Show are some of the top innovators in agriculture.
You will find an invaluable extension of the conference and solutions for farming at a
higher level from over 100 companies and organizations.

“The Eco-Ag U sessions are why I come
and am willing to travel long distance. Very much
appreciate being able to go in
depth with one presenter for 1 or 2 days.”
“This was the best conference for ‘wealth of
information’ I’ve ever attended.”

Join us at the Hyatt Regency, in Minneapolis, MN, for the latest in eco-farming and sustainable
agriculture, and return home ready to make your farming operation the best it can be.

Register at www.events.acresusa.com or call
800-355-5313 (TOLL-FREE IN U.S. AND CANADA) 970.392.4464
For more information on exhibiting, sponsorships or speaking, please email

events@acresusa.com or call 970.392.4464 and ask to talk to an events team member.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Goats
Deliver a
Good Time
An L.A. goat owner
delivers “goat grams”
to foster fun and
educational interactions
with her herd.
by JODI HELMER
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I

F YOU WANT TO SNUGGLE
a goat, Scout Raskin will
deliver. Literally. Raskin started
delivering goat grams two years ago.
The 30-minute experience includes
time to interact with one of her
Nigerian Dwarf goats — snuggling
and offering pre-approved treats are
encouraged — for occasions ranging
from birthdays, anniversaries,
and wedding proposals to “just
because” interactions. She recently
took two goats to surprise a woman
undergoing cancer treatment.
“Goats help you live in the
moment and bring joy and
laughter into your life,” she says.
Goat gram recipients post tons of
photos of their experiences and the
Instagram-worthy snaps not only
serve as great advertising but also
help Raskin achieve her larger goal

of educating others about goats.
“Most people see goats in pens
at petting zoos and I wanted to
show people there was so much
more to these animals that are
smart and curious and loveable,”
Raskin explains. “I wanted to
educate people but do it in a
very fun and accessible way.”
Raskin fell in love with goats
as a child. Despite her passion for
petting zoos, Raskin wanted her
own herd. She bought two Nigerian
Dwarf wethers — Spanky and
Pippin — from a small farm in
Inyokern, California, in 2017. Raskin
planned to raise them as pets while
working in an animation studio
in Los Angeles but spending time
with the pair gave her an idea.
“They were bringing me so much
joy every day and I thought other
people [in Los Angeles] might

Goats help you live in the
moment and bring joy and
laughter into your life.

want to hang out with them,”
she recalls. “Starting the business
was about sharing the joy of goats
with people in an urban setting.”
Party Goats LA launched in
2017. In addition to goat grams, the
bleating busy business also offers
special goat-related interactions
ranging from birthday parties
and movie nights to hiking with
goats and goat yoga. The events
are so popular that Raskin has
to urn down requests for goat
grams and other special requests.
“Most of their time is spent at

home, with me,” she explains.
“I want the goats to have lots
of time to be goats and do
goat things, not spend all of
their time in the car driving all
around to different events.”
Two more goats joined the
party this year when Raskin
added wethers Gizmo and Doc.
She purchased the kids from the
same California breeder as her
original pair. The boys are already
popular on the party circuit.
Raskin spends a lot of time
with her goats — as of 2019, Party

Goats LA is her fulltime job — and
she works hard to match their
personalities to her services.
Spanky is an intelligent old
soul that is a bit of a wallflower
at parties; the two-year-old
wether is well trained and
agreeable but prefers one-onone interactions so he is a great
choice for goat grams but not
birthday parties. His “brother”
Pippin is the exact opposite.
“Pippin is the life of the party;
he loves to meet everybody
and is content no matter where
he is,” Raskin says. “I call
him my loveable idiot.”
Raskin is still learning the
personalities of Doc and
Gizmo but she is certain of
one thing: Customers love
kids, especially when the goats
fall asleep in their arms.
Unlike competitors who adopt
out their older goats and replace
them with cute kids season after
season, Raskin insists her herd
will always remain together.
“People love the babies and
it’s better for business to have
babies but it’s not better for the
goats,” she says. “Just like dogs,
goats recognize their caretakers
as their families as part of their
herd … and when I adopt them,

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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I make a commitment for their entire lives.”
In true L.A. style, when the goats aren’t
working, they hang out in a habitat
designed by Antonio Ballatore of the
Animal Planet show, Animal Cribs.
While recipients of goat grams love the
experience, Raskin admits that it can be
challenging to introduce goats to those whose
interactions with livestock are limited.
“Some people have strange expectations of
goats,” she says. “We’ve had people get upset
that the goat nibbled on their hair. It’s dealing
with the culture of Instagram where if it’s
not post-able, it’s not worth doing. These are
animals; we have to manage expectations.”
Party Goats LA has also received criticism
from animal rights activists who have accused
her of exploiting Spanky, Pippin, Doc, and
Gizmo for entertainment; she insists the
accusations couldn’t be more unfounded.
“The perception can be that the goats
are carted around and used as props and
that I don’t care about them but that comes
from people not understanding what I’m
doing,” she says. “I tell them that the goats
jump in the car on their own free will
[and] want to go places and see people.
“Because I live in an urban area, not on a
huge ranch, their lives without going to events
would be spent in the same pen 24/7/365.
By bringing them out and sharing them,
not only can I help people understand how
amazing goats are, I can enrich [the goats’]
lives because they get to meet new people
and go new places. They’re really curious
and they love getting in the car and going
places because they know it means they get
to experience something different,” she adds.
The bottom line, according to Raskin,
is that goat grams are great for goat
lovers and the goats she loves.

JODI HELMER writes about farming and
the environment for Scientific American,
NRDC, Acres USA and Modern Farmer.
Her latest book, Protecting Pollinators:
How to Save the Creatures That Feed Our
World, looks at the importance of bees to
the ecosystem. When she is not writing,
Jodi raises goats, chickens, bees, and one
very ornery donkey in North Carolina.
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Goat Electrolyte
EL ECTROLY TE

SUPPLEMENT

FOR

GOATS

Don’t let the heat get the best of your herd!
– Support proper hydration with Manna Pro® Goat Electrolyte –

Goat Electrolyte

1

$ .00 off
MANUFACTURERS COUPON

CONSUMER:

EXP: 9/30/19

This coupon valid for items indicated when presented to

participating retailer. Any other use constitutes fraud. Void if copied, transferred,
purchased or sold. Consumer pays any sales tax.

R E TA I L E R :

Manna Pro® Products, LLC – Dept. #95668 – 1 Fawcett Drive –

Del Rio, TX 78840 will reimburse the face value of this coupon plus handling if
submitted in compliance with our Coupon Redemption Policy (available upon request).
Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20¢

FOLLOW US @MANNAPROHOMESTEAD
F O R M O R E I N F O V I S I T W W W. M A N N A P R O . C O M

© 2019 Manna Pro LLC. All rights reserved.
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WHAT TO DO WITH ALL THOSE KIDS!
by LAURA KELLY

D

AIRY GOATS — WHAT’S NOT TO LOVE?
Fresh milk and cheese, soap, meat, fertilizer
for your garden, and of course my personal
favorite … those sweet, bouncy baby goats! Goat
milk is so popular that its estimated that there
are more than 60% more dairy goat herds in the
United States now than there were 10 years ago,
and it is also estimated that 65% more people
worldwide drink goat milk instead of cow milk.
Just like other mammals though, in order
to have goat milk you must have goat kids.
So, what do you do with all of those kids
when they are ready to leave the farm?
In a perfect world there would be more doelings
born than bucklings, so that there would be a
never-ending supply of future milkers. If you
ask most goat farmers, however, that is rarely
the case. You might think that its’ simple: girls
for milk and boys for breeding, but not every
buckling is going to be cut out to be a future herd
sire. So, what now? What options do you have for
dairy wethers? There are a lot of possibilities!
BRUSH CLEARING
Have you heard the one about goats eating
everything from tires to tin cans? While that’s not
entirely the truth, they are fantastic at clearing weeds
and brush. Goats are browsers rather than grazers like
cattle and sheep, so they nibble on hardwoods, thorny
plants like roses and berries, and will even eat the bark
off of trees. Depending on your area this could be a
very lucrative side business for your extra wethers,
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and many people have had success renting out their
herds to neighbors. There are plenty of toxic plants out
there though, so make sure that you do a walk-through
before you send your four-legged tractors out to work.
PACK GOATS/HIKING
Dairy goats tend to be athletic and sturdy, and
are often favorites among hikers and campers who
use them to carry their gear. Alpines, Toggenburgs,
Oberhasli, Saanen, LaMancha, and their crosses are
all long-legged and well-suited for various terrains.
Goats are popular as pack animals for several reasons:
they don’t require as much water as a horse or other
larger animal, they can carry up to 25% of their body
weight, and they can travel up to around 12 miles
per day. Also, as herd animals they are more inclined
to stay with the group instead of wandering off,
which makes keeping track of everyone easier. Even
dairy does can be brought on hikes, and while they
can’t carry as much weight in their packs, it might
be nice to have a fresh supply of milk on the trail!
PARA 4 - OBSTACLE/AGILITY COURSES
At 4-H shows all over the country, there is a new
event for children to showcase their goat’s natural
athleticism and grace. Just like the courses that are
set up for dogs, cats, and even pigs, goats and their
handlers are judged on their speed, accuracy, and
handling abilities as the goats navigate cones, balance
beams, and hoops (among other things) in front of
a crowd. These skills come naturally of course, as
any goat farmer can attest to. Here in New England,

Goats are popular pack animals because they don’t
require as much water as a horse or other larger animal, they can carry up to 25% of their body weight,
and they can travel up to around 12 miles per day.
goats can often be found walking
along the narrow stone walls that
crisscross the fields, standing on
top of round bales, or literally
bouncing off the walls of the barn.
PULLING/DRIVING
Goats are naturally athletic, and
if you’ve ever been on the other
end of a lead rope you probably
have some idea of how strong they
are. Goats can be trained to harness
that strength and energy by pulling
a wagon or a cart. This can be a
great addition to a parade, a fun
farm attraction, or as an extra set of
hands (hooves) on the farm when
things need to be hauled from one
place to another. The rule of thumb
is that they can pull one and a half
times their body weight, and that
includes the wagon/trailer and any
other harnesses or gear. If you’re
interested in teaching your goat
how to pull a cart, be sure to look
up how to safely train them, as
well as what modifications might
be needed to your equipment
to fit your goat properly.
THERAPY GOATS
Goat farmers aren’t the only ones
who recognize how soothing it can
be when we’re in the zone with
our four-legged farm companions.
Just like therapy dogs, goats can
be trained to go into hospitals,

schools, nursing homes, and similar
environments to offer comfort to
those who need it. They can even
be found at special yoga studios!
Research has shown that
interacting with therapy animals
can increase the feel-good
hormones oxytocin and dopamine
and can reduce the pesky stress
hormone cortisol. Disbudded or
polled wethers are perfect for
this job because they tend to be
calmer and safer for interacting
with the general public, and they
don’t go into rut so you won’t be
scaring anyone off with a buck
and his special “cologne.”
It’s extremely important not
to confuse therapy animals with
service animals. Therapy animals
are not registered and not protected
by the Americans with Disabilities
Act. Service animals are trained to
do specific tasks for their handler,
are legally allowed to accompany
their handler to most public places,
and are protected by federal law.
MEAT/SLAUGHTER
Believe it or not there is another
contender for center stage on
your dinner table. Goat meat is
considered to be one of the fastest
growing segments in American
livestock production, and in 2013
there were an estimated three
million meat goats compared to the

89 million beef cattle in the same
year. Heritage food groups are
working to bring goat meat into
mainstream diets by emphasizing
sustainability and affordability,
which may open doors for
farmers to sell to restaurants and
even direct to the consumer.
Hides can be sold as a secondary
product to craftsmen as goat
skin leather is a popular material
for work gloves and shoes.
So, each kidding season as we
celebrate the births of doelings
and keeper bucks, remember that
there are so many options available
for wethers, too. Some of these
ideas may make great secondary
enterprises for your farm, and
some of them may spark a new
business venture. Not every buck
is cut out to be a herd stud, but
every wether can have a future.
From yoga to hiking to agility
competitions to your dinner table,
the possibilities are endless.

THE BACCHUS-JOHNSON
SHIELD
The BEST
Goat Anti-Mating Apron
• HELPS PREVENT UNWANTED BREEDING
• HELPS PREVENT URINE SCALD
• LESS STRESS ON THE BUCK & THE HERD

LAURA KELLY is a mother of four, a military spouse, and a local food
fanatic. She lives on a small farmstead in Connecticut with her family,
her goats, dogs, chickens, ducks, and geese. She is active in her
local community as part of the farmer's market team and the town's
historic district. Together with her husband she runs the website
kellyfarmcrafts.com where they showcase their handmade crafts,
homegrown meat and produce, and historic homesteading skills.

Adjustable and comes in a variety of sizes to
accomodate bucks of all breeds and ages.
Made of durable, water-resistant fabric.
Weighted and will center itself as
the goat moves.

www.houseofbacchuspetsupplies.com
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Mixing
Breeds to
Contain
Goats
by
CALY BORNSEN

G

OATS ARE A ONE-OF-A-KIND SPECIES
fences will go through them so preconditioning the
with their own personalities. Many people
goats to the wire was an important part of the study.
believe that goats are similar to sheep, but this
The number of times the goats successfully exited
is not necessarily true. The nutrient requirements of
the pen was recorded with shock and without shock
goats more closely resemble those of cattle, which is
data. There were two parts to the experiment. The
why producers prefer to graze them together. Major
major difference was that part two included animal
advantages to grazing goats and cattle together include age. Younger goats were used in the second part of the
increasing animal production per land area, reducing
experiment and were encouraged to exit the fences. The
internal parasites of the goats, and improving the
second part of the experiment showed that younger
efficiency of vegetation use. Goats typically will eat
goats do not behave in a similar manner as older goats
the plants that cattle deem
with regards to fencing.
unpalatable and vice versa.
The results of this study
The major disadvantage to this
showed that grouping adult
system is goat containment.
goats of different breeds
Goats are notorious for their
Goats are notorious for their
together can decrease breed
fence crawling behavior.
differences in behavior for
fence crawling behavior.
Farmers sometimes say, “If
fence crawling. This means
you throw a pail of water at
that various breeds in an
Farmers sometimes say, “If
the fence and the water gets
operation can indicate an
you throw a pail of water at
through, so can the goat.” This
easier management for
is why a study was done to
producers. Using multiple
the fence and the water gets
measure the effects of using
breeds can limit the time
electric wire or barbed wire
spent chasing goats in and
through, so can the goat.”
on various breeds of goats.
fixing the fence. The study
In this study, Boer and
also showed that Spanish
Spanish does were used to
goats were more likely to
study the grouping behavior when exposed to various
exit the pen than the Boer goats. By combining breeds
fencing strategies. The most common fencing method
in a pen, producers can better manage the goats.
is to use barbed wire and add an electric wire. Using
Different fencing methods was also demonstrated in
barbed wire alone may contain the cattle but will not
this experiment. The fence treatment for the experiment
hold the goats. This study used two different breeds to
included: one strand low to the ground, one strand
determine if one particular breed had a higher fence
high to the ground and one strand low to the ground,
crawling tendency then another breed. The goats were
one strand medium height and one strand at a high
placed into a pen with five strands of barbed wire
height. The higher the wire was placed, the easier it
along with one strand of electric wire. The goats were
was for the goats to escape. Additionally, the double
preconditioned to the hot wire so they knew that it was wire had better containment than the single wire. The
electric. Typically, animals not accustomed to electric
electric wire had a voltage of 6 kV and was not changed
38
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Multispecies grazing
is important not only
for producers but
also for the land itself.
Goats and cattle can
be grazed together to
better utilize pastures.

in this experiment. Ideally, a higher
voltage may deter more goats
away from the fence. Additional
studies might support this idea.
Multispecies grazing is important
not only for producers but also
for the land itself. Goats and cattle
can be grazed together to better
utilize pastures. Goats can be used
for weed control, bug control, and
better plant utilization. Goats eat
weeds such as yellow star thistle,
leafy spurge, and knapweed.
Cattle typically do not eat these
types of forages, which is why it is
beneficial to use the goats. Goats
can also be used to control bugs
by eating the plants that the bugs
typically consume. Goats can access
areas of land where equipment
cannot, which is why they are more
beneficial than using herbicides.
Overall, goats can be of
significant benefit to a cattle
producer if they can be properly
contained. Using multiple
breeds compared to only one
breed is better when fencing is
involved. Multispecies grazing
can benefit both species if they
can be contained within the pen.
The study concluded that mixing
breeds of goats will better contain
the goats. Also, younger goats
are more likely to escape the pen
compared to the older ones.

REFERENCES
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CALY BORNSEN grew up around
Webster, South Dakota, where
her family raises cattle, sheep,
and a few mini donkeys. She
is currently a junior at South
Dakota State University, where
she studies pre-veterinary
medicine. She hopes to attend
vet school in Iowa or Minnesota
starting in 2020, where she
can emphasize on sheep and
goats. She started off in the goat
industry with two twin bottle
goats and has increased her
herd to around 30 Boer goats.
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MUST-HAVES
FOR A GOAT
MEDICINE
CABINET
WHAT FIRST AID ITEMS
ARE NEEDED ON
THE GOAT FARM?
by JANET GARMAN

G

OATS ARE CUTE
mischievous and yes,
accident-prone. A goat
medicine cabinet is essential to
successful goat farming. If you
don’t believe that statement just
ask any goat owner! Goats hurt
themselves in so many ways. A
goat medicine cabinet should
include items for treating external
wounds like cuts, bruises, and
sores. Goats may need internal first
aid, too. Parasites are one cause
for taking internal first aid action.
There are many products that
can stock a goat medicine cabinet.
One thing you may first notice after
acquiring goats is that livestock
veterinarians are not as widely
available as pet veterinarians.
In some areas your ailing goat
cannot be seen the same day that
an illness or accident occurs.
Your vet might give you advice
over the phone, in order to assist
the animal, in the meantime.
Learning as much as you
can about wound treatment
and common ailments can
40
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save the life of your goat when
veterinary help is not immediately
available. Keeping a wellstocked goat medicine cabinet
can literally be a lifesaver.
EVERYDAY AILMENTS, BUMPS,
AND BRUISES
Goats sometimes eat
indiscriminately, ending up with
a bellyache called bloat. Bloat can
be remedied if discovered early.
Keeping simple baking soda on
hand saves time and might save the
goat’s life. Read information about
goats and bloat so you recognize the
condition if it occurs in your herd.
Baking soda offered freechoice allows the goat to selfregulate the pH of the rumen.
Keeping vegetable oil on hand
for an emergency goat bloating
is a good idea. The oil breaks the
surface tension of bloat-causing
bubbles trapped in the rumen.
I asked a fellow goat owner what
she keeps in the goat medicine
cabinet. She replied, “Over the
years, I learned to always have

these four items on hand for my
goats. The first is B vitamins, B1 and
B12. The next, activated charcoal,
large amounts of baking soda, and
a drenching tool. Sadly, when a goat
becomes ill, their health declines
rapidly. These items can help a sick
goat hold on until a veterinarian
arrives.” — Ann Accetta-Scott,
A Farm Girl in the Making. In
addition to those recommendations,
don’t forget a small stash of
syringes and small-gauge needles.
PREVENTATIVE CARE
Parasite control is a routine
health practice for your herd.
Keeping appropriate dewormers
on hand for unforeseen parasite
issues is a good practice, too. If
you have an emergency parasite
problem, review your regular
routine with your livestock
veterinarian. They often know
if certain parasites are causing
increased problems in your area.
Hoof care is another routine
procedure. Keep a good pair
of hoof trimmers and a bottle

Over the years, I learned to always have these four
items on hand for my goats. The first is B vitamins,
B1 and B12. The next, activated charcoal, large
amounts of baking soda, and a drenching tool.

of thrush treatment. Wet
weather can play havoc with
our hooved livestock’s feet.
ROUND OUT THE GOAT
MEDICINE CABINET WITH
THESE PURCHASED ITEMS
We add the following items into
our goat first aid kit. These are
items we purchase from a livestock
supply retailer and some can be
purchased at your local drug store.
You do not need to purchase a
specific livestock thermometer,
although the attached string at the
end of the livestock thermometer
is a good idea. Thermometers
have a way of getting sucked into
the rectum and large intestine if
you aren’t holding on to them.
A digital rectal thermometer
should be in any farm first aid
box. The first thing a veterinarian
will ask you over the phone is
if the goat has a fever. A normal
goat temperature reading should
be between 102-103 degrees
Fahrenheit. Being ready with this
information saves time and allows
the vet to suggest treatments
based on symptoms. A good pair
of scissors and tweezers are good
additions to any medical kit.
IN CASE OF EYE INJURY
Terramycin Ophthalmic
Ointment can be purchased overthe-counter from livestock supply
retailers. This, along with Vetericyn
Ophthalmic ointment, are the first
line of defense for an eye infection
or injury in our goat herd.

WOUND CARE
Along with the goat’s
mischievous, energetic spirit
comes unwanted cuts, scrapes,
and injuries. Vetericyn or Banixx,
antifungal/antibacterial sprays are
a good first line of defense when
a wound occurs. An inexpensive
bottle of contact lens saline solution
works well for flushing out the
wound. Hydrogen peroxide and
betadine solution are also kept for
wound care. A bottle of rubbing
alcohol is useful for cleaning up
the scissors, tweezers, or other
non-disposable instruments.
Bandages are essential items
along with an antibiotic cream or
spray. Stock a good supply of gauze
pads (4x4 and 2x2 size). Include
a box of human Band-Aids. Vet
wrap/cohesive bandage keeps the
gauze or cotton bandages in place.
This is helpful with goats who try
to eat the bandage soon after you
apply it. If weather is wet, a strip
of electrical tape resists moisture

Aluminum folding goat stands
Proudly Made in Vermont by
High Country Aluminum Products
Tel 802-281-8245
Toll Free 877-274-2721
www.HighCountryAluminum.com
More info & photos of stands at:
www.BirchRidgeFarm.com/
goatstands.html

The World Leader in
GOAT Equipment and Supplies
Check out our milking machines and other
products for Goats, Cows, Sheep, Llamas.
Also everything you need to show livestock.
Great prices on cheesemaking and
soapmaking products, plus animal health,
grooming, milking, and gift items and books
for breeders, homesteaders, and hobbyists.
Plus you can’t beat our service!
Visit us at our new, improved web site:

www.caprinesupply.com
1-800-646-7736 for orders or catalog
P. O. Box Y, DeSoto, KS 66018

Keep Your

Goats Healthy!

Whether you do your own veterinary care or work
with a vet, this practical reference will become your
go-to book. It covers behavior, routine care,
common health issues, veterinary and natural
treatments, geriatric care, end-of-life issues, & more.
Goat Health Care, 2nd edition is available to Goat Journal readers
for only $20 plus S&H. Use the code GoatJ at checkout.

www.goathealthcare.com
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best. I will add it to the final vet
wrap layer to hold the bandages
in place. Another kitchen cabinet
product, cornstarch, is good for
slowing blood flow. I have used
it when I cut too closely on a hoof
trim or nicked the skin during
shearing on our fiber goats. Tea
bags soaked in warm water can
also stop or slow blood flow. If
you grow yarrow in the herb
garden, chop a handful and apply
to the bleeding area. Yarrow is a
good plant for slowing blood flow
and Epsom salt is a good aid for
soaking bruises on legs and feet.
WHEN THE KIDS ARE ON THE WAY
Lubricant, paper towels, and disposable exam gloves stand is a handy item to have when caring for goats.
are included in our goat medicine cabinet. There will
The head restraint helps restrict the goat’s movements
be times you are glad you
and the height makes work
have them, particularly during
easier on your back. Often
kidding season! You never
it is helpful to have another
Another kitchen cabinet product, person assist, especially if
know when you might have
to help your doe deliver the
treating a sensitive area or
cornstarch, is good for slowkids. While problems don’t
the back legs. Working on the
happen often, being ready
back legs of goats is always a
ing blood flow. I have used it
with a well-stocked kidding
tricky occasion, as they seem
supply box is necessary. Some
to want to kick as soon as
when I cut too closely on a hoof
items may already be in the
you pick up the hoof. Goat
trim or nicked the skin during
everyday goat medicine cabinet
stands can be purchased or
such as scissors and syringes.
made from scrap lumber.
shearing on our fiber goats.
Specifically, for birthing, add a
If you are a new goat
nasal aspirator for cleaning the
owner, the road ahead will
nostrils and mouth, and clamps
be filled with interesting and
or dental floss for tying off
heartwarming moments.
the umbilical cord. Most birthing kits include alcohol
Having a fully stocked goat medicine cabinet will
wipes or betadine for sterilizing any instruments.
help ease the stress when the road gets bumpy.
Even if you don’t keep milking goats, a goat milking
JANET GARMAN is a farmer, instructor, and
fiber artist in central Maryland. She loves all
subjects related to homesteading. Raising
chickens, ducks, sheep, and fiber goats inspired
her most recent books, 50 Do-It-Yourself
Projects for Keeping Chickens, (Skyhorse
Publishing 2018) and The Good Living Guide
to Raising Sheep and Other Fiber Animals,
(Skyhorse Publishing February 2019).
instagram.com/timbercreekfarmandhomestead
facebook.com/timbercreekfarm
timbercreekfarmer.com
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Stocking Your Goat Medicine Cabinet
By JANET GARMAN

Belly
□
□
□
□

Aches and Bloat
Free-choice baking soda
Vegetable oil
Drenching tool (like a syringe without a needle)
Activated charcoal

Prevention
□ Dewormers suitable for your area
□ CD&T vaccines
□ Vitamins B1 and B12, and a needle/syringe for injections
□ CD&T antitoxin
Tools
□
□
□

for Treatment
Hoof trimmers
Thrush treatment for hooves
Digital thermometer

Eyes
□
□
□
□
□
□

and Wound Care
Ophthalmic ointment or gel
Antimicrobial wound spray
Gauze pads
Vet wrap
Water-resistant tape
Cornstarch or other coagulant powder

Kidding Emergencies
□ Lubricant
□ Paper towels
□ Exam gloves
□ Scissors  
□ Syringes
□ Nasal aspirator
□ Dental floss
□ Alcohol, iodine, or betadine
Asking for Help
□ Phone number for veterinarian or goat expert friend
□ Quick reference sheet for medicine dosages

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com
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THE
MYCOBACTERIUM
COMPLEX
Why keeping goats with
chickens could result in a
positive test for
Johne's disease.
by REBECCA SANDERSON

T

HERE WERE NO SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS,
but Stacy did a blood test on her goats just
in case. A friend recently had to cull her
entire herd due to poor biosecurity measures,
and Stacy was taking no chances. Since her herd
seemed healthy in every way, she was in total
shock when one of her beloved goats had a low
positive result for Johne's disease. Pronounced
“Yoh-nez,” this disease can have an extremely long
incubation period, but it is always deadly. Stacy
immediately put her goat into isolation and sent
in a sample for fecal testing. For two and a half
weeks, she listened to her goat crying and calling
for her friends. Once, the goat got her head caught
in the fence and almost killed herself in her frantic
attempts to rejoin the herd. If the results came
back affirmative for Johne's, it could mean losing
Stacy’s entire herd of nine goats, three sheep, a
cow, and a horse because Johne's is easily spread
between those species through fecal contamination.
There are four stages of Johne's disease. In the
first stage, the disease is dormant, yet slowly
building. Usually this is when an animal is under
two years old because they are most susceptible in
the first six months of life. This stage can last for
months or years. This animal will not test positive
either by ELISA blood test or by fecal culture. It
is unknown if any animals recover during this
stage because we do not yet have a test that is
sensitive enough to detect Johne's at stage 1.
In stage 2, the disease still has no symptoms, but
has progressed enough that the animal is shedding
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the bacteria in their feces. A fecal culture would
detect the disease, but a blood test would not pick
it up until stage 3. Again, this stage can last for
years, in which your goat is likely infecting others.
At stage 3, your goat may have signs of
illness usually brought on by stress but then
disappearing for a time. They may have
decreased milk production and are losing weight
even though their appetite stays the same.
Once an animal reaches stage 4 of Johne's
disease, they look emaciated and will
soon die ("Johne's Disease," 2017).
While goats are not prone to diarrhea like cattle
with Johne's, their stool may change consistency.
There is no cure for Johne's disease. Some have
attempted to treat it with antibiotics, but soon
after treatment ended, the disease came right back.
Johne's disease is caused by Mycobacterium avium
subspecies paratuberculosis. Yes, this is similar to
the bacterium that causes human tuberculosis and
also leprosy. This disease is found worldwide,
though some northern European countries
have made excellent advances against it.
The easiest, fastest, and cheapest test to scan
for Johne's disease is the ELISA blood test. ELISA
stands for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.
This test looks for antibodies to the Mycobacterium in
either an animal’s blood or milk. If there are antibodies
found, the amount will be compared against controls
of both positive and negative tests in order to give a
numeric value result. A higher number means that
there is a greater chance that the animal does in fact

have an infection of Johne's disease.
However, ELISA is not the most
reliable test for Johne's disease
(University of Wisconsin-Madison
School of Veterinary Medicine). It
usually cannot detect the disease
until it is in stage 3, and it can even
produce a false positive result.
This is what happened to Stacy.
For two and a half weeks, Stacy
searched for answers on how her
seemingly healthy goat could have
contracted Johne's disease. She had
received the goat from a reputable
source and always took very careful
precautions to keep her herd
healthy. When the fecal test results
came back negative for Johne's,
she only had more questions. As
her goat rejoiced being back with
the herd, Stacy continued to search
for answers. Her answer brought
another hard decision to make. It
turns out, that because Stacy also
owned chickens that were kept
in close proximity to the goats, a
bacterium from the chickens that
is very similar to what causes
Johne's was picked up by the goat
and produced a false positive.
There are a good handful
of subspecies in the family of
Mycobacterium avium. Several
of these are zoonotic, or can
jump between species including
humans. These are grouped into
the Mycobacterium avium complex.
In particular, Stacy’s goat likely
picked up Mycobacterium avium
subspecies avium (yes, you read
that correctly). This particular
subspecies is prevalent in domestic
poultry and often carried in wild
birds, particularly sparrows.
While goats have been found to
be fairly resilient to this strand of
Mycobacterium, that doesn’t mean
that the goat wouldn’t pick up the
bacteria and develop antibodies
against it because the body
still sees it as a foreign invader.
Because the different subspecies of
Mycobacterium avium complex are
so similar, it is reasonable to think
that an antibody test, especially

one that is not known to be the
most reliable such as ELISA,
would have a false positive
result in reaction to one of the
other subspecies of bacteria.
From this false positive result
in her goat, Stacy now knows
that her chicken flock has been
exposed to avian tuberculosis.
Because avian tuberculosis
also has a long latency period
in which it is hard to detect,
it can be extremely difficult
to singularly test and cull
infected birds from the flock.
Not only can it hide in a bird
before becoming detectable, it
can survive in the soil for up to
four years. Mycobacterium avium
can survive most disinfectants,
cold and hot temperatures,
dryness, and pH changes. The
most reliable way to eradicate
this bacterium is with direct
sunlight (Dhama, et al., 2011).
Stacy now faces the decision
of culling her entire flock of
chickens in addition to changing
her animal housing layout. From
now on, her chickens will be kept
far away from all other animals to
eliminate the possibility of disease
transfer. While she was already
taking good biosecurity measures,
she is planning to increase all
measures with any new animals
being quarantined until they can
be proven free of disease. She
will have all animals annually
tested for disease via blood tests.
Stacy recommends anyone with

livestock to take these measures.
It only takes one sick animal to
possibly infect and wipe out our
entire herd. The cost of testing
and taking safety precautions is
insignificant in comparison to the
cost of replacing an entire herd.
While Stacy’s story has a
(mostly) happy ending, it could
have been drastically different.
If she hadn’t been able to send
in a fecal sample for the much
more expensive yet more precise
test, she likely would have had
to cull her goat at the very least.
Stacy’s story gives an excellent
example of why and how we need
to observe biosecurity measures
in our animal operations.

SOURCES
Dhama, K., Mahendran, M., Tiwari, R., Dayal Singh, S., Kumar, D., Singh,
S., et al. (2011, July 4). Tuberculosis in Birds: Insights into the Mycobacterium avium Infections. Veterinary Medicine International.
"Johnes Disease" (2017, August 18). Retrieved April 2, 2019, from USDA
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service: aphis.usda.gov/aphis/ourfocus/animalhealth/nvap/NVAP-Reference-Guide/Control-and-Eradication/
Johnes-Disease
University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Veterinary Medicine. (n.d.).
Goats: Diagnosis. Retrieved April 2, 2019, from Johne's Information Center:
johnes.org/goats/diagnosis
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HOW OLD
IS MY
GOAT?
How to Estimate a
Goat’s Age from Teeth
and Other Features
by TAMSIN COOPER

W

HEN ACQUIRING NEW GOATS, it is
important to know their age. Although
goats all have the same basic needs, details
can vary due to age, sex, breed, and individual
requirements. Nutritional, occupational, and comfort
needs may vary, for example. If you plan to breed,
you want to ensure that your animals are mature
enough to meet their own physical requirements
while carrying and feeding young. You will also
want to be aware of your goats’ life expectancy.
If you don’t have a record of your goats’ birth dates,
you may use some observational methods to estimate
their ages. As each individual grows and develops at
its own rate, these methods are not precise, but can
give you an indication. Teeth and horns are reliable
indicators, although individuals vary in the rate of
development and wear. Other features may give
additional clues, but are subject to health, nutrition,
genetics, and the life that the goat has led. These
include frame size, muzzle width, beard growth,
muscle tone, “knee” (carpus) calluses, and joint noise.
Goats may live 12–18 years, depending on their
health, genetics, and lifestyle. The first two years
are most important for laying down strong skeletal
structure and teeth, and for healthy physical and
behavioral development. Well-balanced nutrition is
vital during this time, preferably consisting of varied
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natural forage, with mineral supplementation if
necessary. Although kids can become fertile at around
five months of age, does benefit from delaying breeding
until their second autumn (at about 18 months old),
so that they can develop optimally themselves before
putting their energies into nourishing offspring. Bucks
also benefit from waiting until they are at least one year
old before mating. Even then they should be restricted
to 10 does initially, although most should manage
25 the following year, and 40 from three years old.
DECIPHERING GOAT TEETH
Teeth are important for a long, healthy, productive
life. The better the teeth, the more efficiently your
goat can process feed and be more productive herself.
During the first four years, tooth development is
a good estimate of age. After that, tooth condition
is a better indicator of health and production
potential than of age. There are many factors
affecting dental viability, such as sound early
development, health, and abrasiveness of forage.
Goats have eight lower front teeth (called incisors)
that butt against an upper dental pad. These are used
to grasp and tear forage. There are no upper incisors.
Molars are further back and difficult to observe. They
are used to grind forage and cud. After birth, kids
develop small incisors — known as “baby,” “milk,”

Example of tooth
spread of a yearling.

or “deciduous” teeth — and these
erupt from the center outward in
pairs during the first four weeks
of life. During the second year,
these teeth start to wear and are
gradually replaced by thicker adult
teeth, erupting in pairs outward in
a similar fashion. Goats gain a full
set of teeth at around four years old.
Thereafter, the teeth wear, spread,
and gums recede, causing teeth to
appear elongated, and eventually
resulting in lost or broken teeth.
Deciduous incisors generally
erupt one pair per week from
birth, so you can reckon a
kid’s age as follows:
1st/2nd pair erupted:
0–2 weeks old;
3rd pair erupted: 2–3 weeks old;
4th pair erupted and
growing: 3–4 weeks old;
Starting to spread:
3–9 months old;
Spread and wearing down:
around 1 year old.

Interested in gentle milking?
You wouldn’t work all day in a pair of shoes that hurt with every
step so why expect your goats to milk with a machine that hurts
every time they are milked? A CoPulsationtm pulsation system
provides a unique gentle liner action that massages the teats.
Our pulsation system addresses the physical harm. Try our
demo system and feel the difference yourself and see how much
happier your goats are.
www.CoPulsation.com
www.Facebook.com/CoPulsation
www.Youtube.com/CoPulsation

CoPulsationtm Milking System 607-849-3880
Twitter @CoPulsation

The first two middle permanent
incisors emerge as a yearling
approaches 18 months old, quickly
followed by the second pair by two
years old. In the following year, the
third pair erupt, while the outer pair
are replaced by four years old. Adult
teeth are noticeably wider and may
differ in color from baby teeth,
which will be showing considerable
wear at this stage. We can estimate
age from when adult teeth replace
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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Teeth 2 years old

Teeth 6 years old

Teeth 3 years old

Teeth 8 years old

deciduous teeth and their subsequent wear:
COUNTING RINGS ON HORNS
Goats’ horns grow every year, so become longer and
Central pair: 1–1.5 years old;
more curved as they age. The first two years show
2nd pair: 1.5–2 years old;
substantial growth; thereafter, growth is thicker but
3rd pair: 2.5–3 years old;
shorter. In some goats, you can
4th pair: 3.5–4 years old;
actually see changes in texture
or shade on the surface of the
The first two middle
Signs of wear: 4+ years old;
horns marking the different
Spreading: 5+ years old;
permanent incisors emerge growing seasons — so you can
Lost or broken: 6+ years old.
literally count the rings! Often
As growth is continuous
during the first four years,
and wear is dependent on
circumstances, your goats may
quite normally be in advance or
lag behind this ready reckoner.
My own goats were a case in
point when I photographed them
just after their birthdays. My twoyear-old had her third set already
growing. My hardy four- and
five-year-olds showed very little
wear, despite their high-fiber diet.

as a yearling approaches
18 months old, quickly
followed by the second
pair by two years old.

this is more defined between
some years than others, so it is
not an easy reckoner. Growth
and ease of assessment varies
between breeds and individuals.

SIGNS OF AGE AND HEALTH
Although kids mature
In the following year, the
sexually within a few months,
they continue to develop and
third pair erupt, while the
grow until they are three or
four years old. When you are
outer pair are replaced
familiar with the genetic line of
your herd, you will recognize
by four years old.
maturity in the frame size
Goats with lost or broken teeth
and muzzle width of your
are retired from production and
goats. As goats’ teeth develop,
need softer feeds, such as pellets
their muzzles may appear fuller and rounder. Early
and specialty products, to maintain their nutrition.
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Teeth Adult

Knees 6 years old

Horns Various stages of growth

front hooves. Most goats have developed calluses by
development issues may confuse your assessment:
two years old, and wear varies greatly, depending on
sick, stressed, or underfed kids hardly grow, and will
activity and environment. However, be aware that
be smaller than average. Weight and size are very
large calluses may indicate past or current discomfort.
much affected by nutrition and exposure to disease
These same joints frequently click, especially in goats
and parasites. Genetics also have an effect, as some
four or more years old.
breeds are selected
Although normally there
to be fast growing.
is no pain, goats can
Some goats develop
Other features may give additional
develop osteoarthritis,
beards, which may start
just as we can.
with a few tufts in the
clues, but are subject to health,
Goats in the wild are
yearling, and develop to
at their peak at five to
a fuller luxuriousness at
nutrition, genetics, and the
six years old, and will
two or three years old.
decline thereafter. WellMost goats bear calluses
life that the goat has led.
cared-for domestic goats
on the foreleg joints we
who are not worked
term “knees” (although
too hard generally
they are anatomically
equivalent to our wrists). Kids, and normally yearlings, stay in good condition for longer, and they may not
noticeably lose muscle tone until they approach old
have beautiful furry knees that are gradually rubbed
age. To maintain this level of health they need good
to calluses through use. Goats whose feed troughs are
nutrition, suitable housing, routine care, regular
too low for comfortable feeding may kneel excessively,
as may lame animals who cannot bear weight on their
exercise, and mental and social stimulation.
TAMSIN COOPER is a smallholder and goat keeper in France. She follows the latest
research on behavior, welfare and sustainability, and mentors on animal welfare courses.
Find her at goatwriter.com.
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USING TEETH
to Determine Your Goat’s Age
By TAMSIN COOPER

DECIDUOUS INCISORS generally erupt one
pair per week from birth, so you can reckon a
kid’s age as follows:

Under 1 year

1st/2nd pair erupted: 0–2 weeks old;
3rd pair erupted: 2–3 weeks old;
4th pair erupted and growing: 3–4 weeks old;
Starting to spread: 3–9 months old;
Spread and wearing down: around 1 year old.
1 to 1½ years

1½ to 2 years

2½ to 3 years

3½ to 4 years

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com

THE FIRST TWO MIDDLE PERMANENT
INCISORS emerge as a yearling approaches 18 months old, quickly followed by the
second pair by two years old. In the following year, the third pair erupt, while the outer
pair are replaced by four years old. Adult
teeth are noticeably wider and may differ in
color from baby teeth, which will be showing considerable wear at this stage. We can
estimate age from when adult teeth replace
deciduous teeth and their subsequent wear:
Central pair: 1–1.5 years old;
2nd pair: 1.5–2 years old;
3rd pair: 2.5–3 years old;
4th pair: 3.5–4 years old;
Signs of wear: 4+ years old;
Spreading: 5+ years old;
Lost or broken: 6+ years old.
As growth is continuous during the first four
years, and wear is dependent on circumstances, your goats may quite normally be in
advance or lag behind this ready reckoner. My
own goats were a case in point when I photographed them just after their birthdays. My twoyear-old had her third set already growing. My
hardy four- and five-year-olds showed very little
wear, despite their high-fiber diet. Goats with
lost or broken teeth are retired from production
and need softer feeds, such as pellets and
specialty products, to maintain their nutrition.

goat milk and cheese : : wide world of cheese

THE WIDE WORLD OF CHEESE!
by KATE JOHNSON

T

HERE ARE MANY POPULAR CHEESES
out there but which is the most popular?
And how many types of cheeses are there
in the world, anyhow?
These are questions that professional cheesemongers
are often asked, so I took them right to my favorite
monger, Kelly Liebrock. Kelly works for me as
a cheesemaking instructor, is a Certified Cheese
Professional, and also works as a cheesemonger for
Whole Foods, so I figure she knows a thing or two
about popular cheeses! This is what she had to say:
“The most produced and sold cheese in the U.S.
is mozzarella, mainly because of America’s favorite
Italian dish — pizza. Mozzarella is also a great
mild staple for melting on just about anything. The
next most popular would have to be cheddar. From
topping burgers to blessing a cheese board, this is an
American must-have. As a cheesemonger, people are
always asking me for a good, sharp cheddar. This can
mean different things to different people, but I take
that to mean something with a bit of a bite, and those
wonderful calcium lactate crystals that are a tell-tale
sign of a well-aged cheese. Third most popular in my
experience would have to be American-produced
Parmesan or its Italian king, Parmigiano Reggiano. Like

mozzarella, Parmesan is good on just about anything
but packs more of punch and is good for adding
some salty, savory, cheesy goodness to your life.”
None of these popular cheeses are traditionally
goat cheeses (although you can certainly make each
of them with goat milk), and since this is a goatfocused publication, I pursued the question to focus
on popular goat cheeses. I took a little road trip up to
Ft. Collins, Colorado and had a nice cheesy meetup
with Tina Mooney, owner of The Fox & the Crow, a
wonderful cheese shop and bistro there. According
to Tina, the most popular goat cheese is definitely
chèvre, and part of the fun of this classic soft goat
cheese is that it’s available in all kinds of interesting
flavor varieties. We’ve all had chèvre rolled in Herbes
de Provence or cracked black pepper, but have you
ever tried it with sour cherry and bourbon, or fig and
cognac, or blackberry habanero? I sampled a delicious
vanilla orange chèvre served with dried orange and
apple slices while I was visiting, and I have to tell you,
I’m hooked! One of the stranger and non-traditional
flavor pairings Tina encouraged me to try was chèvre
with Fruity Pebbles. I’m not sure I’m convinced on
that one, but she says it’s a hit with her customers.
Tina also told me about some goat cheeses I had
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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never heard of that are quite popular in her shop.
being created every day and there are old cheeses
One of those was called Polder Gold, a sweet and
that we may never get a chance to know about.
creamy aged Gouda from Holland named after a land
So, I decided to take this question to my cheese
formation found near the canals in the area. I visited
education mentors, Linda and Larry Faillace of Three
one of the cheese shops near Amsterdam when I was
Shepherds Farm in Vermont. According to Larry,
in Europe last year and found
“It very much depends on
an astonishing number of
who you ask. Even with
varieties of Gouda, in different
similar methods and milk,
flavors and aged for different
the outcome and names
Often cheese categories overlengths of time, as well as
can vary enormously. For
lap or can be combined. For
being made from different
example, many people think
species of milk. In just one
of Robiola as ‘a’ cheese, and
instance, Colby might be concheese shop I bet there were
if you classify it by what you
50 different kinds of Gouda.
find in U.S. cheese shops,
sidered a semi-hard cheese
Another well-loved goat
that would seem correct,
cheese that Tina told me
other than the fact that there
but it is also a washed curd
about is an aged goat cheese
are due latte and tre latte
from Capriole Creamery
versions. However, if you go
cheese. Cambozola is a cross
called Piper’s Pyramide.
down the rabbit hole a little
Named after the Indiana
further, you will find many
between a bloomy and a blue.
cheesemaker’s red-haired
versions in Italy, including
granddaughter, this awarda version we had aged in
winning cheese is laced with
macerated cherry leaves.
spicy, smoky paprika. I was
Still called Robiola, but
so excited about this cheese, as well as the number
VERY unlike any version we had ever had before.
and varieties of other goat cheeses in the well-stocked
Linda's succinct answer is that there are hundreds
cheese cases at The Fox & The Crow, I’m thinking
of types of cheeses and thousands of varieties.”
I may have to tinker with a few new recipes for
One way to consider how many types of cheese
making goat cheese to share here at a later date!
there are in the world is to look at how you
When it comes to how many types of cheeses
define “type.” Type could refer to “categories” or
there are in the world, that’s much tougher. In
“cheesemaking methods” or even “types of rinds.”
fact, I’d say it’s impossible to list every single
Each of these would give you a sense of the vast
variety being made out there. New cheeses are
array of delicious fromage out there to be enjoyed.

CATEGORIES OF CHEESE
At The Fox & The Crow, Tina Mooney teaches a class called Cheese 101
where she covers nine different categories of cheese:
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CATEGORY

EXAMPLES

1. Fresh

Chèvre, Fromage Blanc, Ricotta

2. Brined

Feta

3. Bloomy

Brie, Camembert

4. Semi Hard

Cheddar, Gruyère

5. Hard Pressed

Parmesan, Manchego

6. Washed Curd

Colby, Havarti, Gouda

7. Washed Rind

Taleggio, Limburger

8. Blue Veined

Gorgonzola, Roquefort

9. Pasta Filata

Mozzarella, Provolone
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Often these categories overlap or can be
combined. For instance, Colby might be considered
a semi-hard cheese but it is also a washed curd
cheese. Cambozola is a cross between a bloomy
and a blue. So, you can see how quickly those
nine categories can become many more.
CHEESEMAKING “COAGULATION” METHODS
Linda and Larry Faillace cover five
different ways to make cheese in their
cheesemaking courses. These include:
Lactic Coagulation: where the natural
buildup of lactic acid is enough to set the
curd without the addition of any rennet.
Rennet-Assisted Coagulation: where just a
drop or two of rennet is added to set the curd.
Fully-Renneted Coagulation: a larger
amount of rennet and a shorter time
frame needed to set the curd
Direct Acidification: involves using an acid like
vinegar, lemon juice, or citric acid to curdle the milk
Evaporative method: boiling the whey to
evaporate everything but the remaining solids.
Each of these methods may produce
numerous varieties and styles of cheeses.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF RINDS
Yet another way to look at cheese
varieties is to view them from the vantage
point of the rind (or lack thereof).
Bag cheeses (have no rind and no form
— as in chèvre or fromage blanc).
Rind-less cheeses (have no rind but
may have a form — as in feta or a
waxed wheel of pressed cheese).
Bloomy Rind (forms a white bloomy rind
from the addition of a white mold powder).
Blue Rind (forms a blue rind, and veins if pierced,
from the addition of a blue mold powder).
Washed Rind (forms a sticky orange or red
rind from the addition of a bacteria).
Natural Rind (forms a gray or brown rind from
the naturally occurring molds that develop).
So, I would say that while there are many popular
cheeses that we all know and love, there is really no
way to answer the question, “How many different
types of cheese are there in the world?” There are
thousands to be sure. And the most amazing part
is that the vast majority of these cheeses start with
just four ingredients: milk, culture, rennet and salt.
Sometimes we add one or two more ingredients, and

Have you ever tried chèvre with sour cherry and bourbon, or fig and
cognac, or blackberry habanero?

we might utilize different cheese aging equipment, but
it’s by varying the amounts of the ingredients, along
with the time, temperature, and techniques, that we
get so many different types of cheeses in the world!

KATE JOHNSON runs a
cheesemaking school at
theartofcheese.com, raises dairy
goats at briargatefarm.com,
and is an active volunteer with
the Boulder County 4-H program.
She’s also a member of the
Colorado Dairy Goat Association.
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goat milk and cheese : : curds vs. whey

A BREAKDOWN OF PROTEINS
IN CURD VS. WHEY

by
REBECCA SANDERSON

W

HEN MAKING GOAT CHEESE, you end
up with most of the protein in curd and
lactose in the whey, but we can get a bit more
specific than that. Different cheese-making processes
can give a slightly different composition of the leftover
whey while leaving the curd essentially the same
regardless of curdling method. The finished cheese
product may even have some whey left inside rather
than it all being separated out. But don’t necessarily
throw out your leftover whey; it has uses, too!
PROPERTIES OF THE CURD
The milk properties that end up in the curd are
predominately fat-soluble elements. This includes
the milkfat itself as well as the caseins. In various
mammalian milks, there are typically three or four
different caseins. They are lumped together because
they are so similar in structure. Goat’s milk contains
predominately beta-casein followed by alpha-S2 casein
with significantly lower amounts of alpha-S1 casein.
This alpha-S1 casein is the type predominately found
in cow’s milk. In a typical cheese curd, the fat makes
up roughly 30-33% of the total weight but can be as
low as 14%. The protein in curd makes up roughly
24-25% of the total weight. These percentages can vary
depending on the type of cheese, goat milk vs cow
milk, its hardness, and how the milk was standardized
before the cheese making process. Standardizing milk
is when the fat content is adjusted by either adding or
removing cream to reach a certain fat content desirable
for a particular cheese. The curd also retains a large
portion of the vitamins and minerals from the milk.
54
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These include calcium, vitamin B-12, vitamin B-6
(pyridoxine), vitamin D, vitamin A, and potassium.¹
PROPERTIES OF THE WHEY
Whey is about 90% water. The solids in whey consist
of whey proteins, lactose, hormones, growth factors,
enzymes, vitamins, and minerals. There are many
different whey proteins. The whey proteins found
in the highest concentrations are beta-lactoglobulin
and alpha-lactalbumin. Other whey proteins include
immunoglobulins (also known as antibodies),
lactoferrin, and serum albumin. Proteins compose
approximately 1% of the total whey composition.
When the water is removed leaving whey in powder
form, the protein makes up 10% of the total dry solids.
Lactose is the sugar of the milk. It is a disaccharide
composed of glucose and galactose molecules. Lactose
makes up 7-7.5% of the total whey composition or
70-75% when the whey is dehydrated to powder
form. Of the vitamins and minerals that whey
contains, the main ones found are calcium, vitamin
B-1 (thiamine), vitamin B-2 (riboflavin), and vitamin
B-6 (pyridoxine). There can also be trace amounts
of fat or cream left in the whey after the curds have
been separated out. This can be used to make whey
butter. The level of lactose in the whey can be affected
by the type of cheese-making process you use. When
using starter cultures and rennet, you are left with
what is called “sweet whey.” If you use acid to curdle
the milk, you end up with “acid whey” or “sour
whey” which has slightly lower lactose content.

NOT ALL CUT AND DRIED
It seems simple to divide what goes into cheese curd
and what remains in whey, but as you learn how to
make cheese curds, it becomes apparent that cheese is
not entirely curd. Some whey is retained for moisture
content in the finished product. Different types of
cheeses have varying amounts of residual whey.
Cottage cheese, ricotta cheese, and similar types have
the largest amount of whey left in the cheese product
while very hard cheeses like Parmesan have very little
whey left in them. This residual whey factors into the
total protein in the cheese curd as well as nutritional
value of the cheese including amount of sugar (lactose).
USES FOR WHEY
Roughly 38% of the solid matter in milk is protein.
Of this total protein, 80% is casein and 20% is whey
protein. When you make cheese and separate the whey,
the protein in curd is not the only high quality protein
that results from these endeavors. Whey protein is
high in essential amino acids making it quality protein
for many purposes. One of the most common uses
for whey comes in the form of whey protein powder
for nutritional supplementation. This can even be
further broken down to whey protein isolates where

the majority of the lactose is removed. Whey also
makes an excellent binding agent in baked goods
especially those made with whole grains. It has also
been found to help slow the rate at which these baked
goods go stale and acts as an emulsifier to disperse
shortening and other fats in baking. This can actually
reduce the amount of shortening needed in a recipe.²
While it may not be 100% cut and dried on
which nutrients go and stay where, the general
composition of curds and whey is relatively
consistent. Curds are mostly casein and milkfat
while whey is mostly water, lactose, and whey
proteins. Both have various vitamins and minerals,
and both have nutritional value and uses.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
¹ Hurley, W. L. (2010). Milk Composition
Proteins. Retrieved September 17, 2018, from
Lactation Biology Website: ansci.illinois.edu/static/
ansc438/Milkcompsynth/milkcomp_protein.html
² “Whey” Into Baked Goods. (2006,
January 1). Retrieved September 22, 2018,
from Prepared Foods: preparedfoods.com/
articles/105250-whey-into-baked-goods
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To Self-Sufficiency
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HOMESTEADING
Backyard Homesteading addresses the needs of many people who want
to take control of the food they eat and the products they use—even if they
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ANGELICA AND
THE MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN
The Secret Life of the Septomom
by THERESA MILLER

F

AIRYWOOD FARM IS A LUSH, GREEN
country island in the middle of the city of Gilbert,
Arizona. This magical acre-and-a-quarter is home
to chickens, ducks, geese, rabbits, a couple of peacocks,
four sheep, a Jersey milk cow, and a herd of Nigerian
Dwarf goats. That herd includes one very special
three-year-old doe named Angelica. This is her story.

named the other doeling Amalthea after the goat
goddess that helped raise Zeus. They decided to
stick with that theme, naming the bucklings Zeus,
Poseidon, Pluto, Chiron, and Demetrius. Angelica
didn’t know she was now raising godlings and
continued to nurse all seven babies. Meanwhile, the
Millers contacted the Guiness Book of World Records.

WORLD RECORD
SUPPLEMENTATION
In February of 2019, the does on the farm started
The Millers kept a close eye on the babies and
kidding. Angelica just kept
prepared to supplement when
getting bigger and bigger. On
needed. “All of Angelica's
Valentine's Day, Angelica’s
babies were right around two
I just love the beauty of
owner, Elizabeth Miller, posted
pounds,” Elizabeth told me.
a picture of the hugely pregnant
“Tiny was just about a quarterhaving a farm and all the
doe asking followers to guess
pound smaller. But then she
how many babies she carried.
just seemed like she was always
lessons that are learned
Answers ranged from three to
hungry, and with seven that's
five. Two days later, Angelica
a lot of competition. So, we
from a farm. There's no
went into labor. The family
actually bottle fed her. We bottle
watched in amazement as she
fed Pluto, and we bottle fed
better place to learn papushed out baby after baby, all
Amalthea for the first two weeks
alive, all healthy, and most of
or so … just supplemented.
tience, compassion, and
all, all normal size for Nigerian
We would go in there two or
Dwarf babies. After the first four,
three times a day with a bottle
the circle of life and accepElizabeth started helping. She
and feed all the babies that
pulled out another baby, then
were starving, or pretended
tance of death and birth
another, then one more. Finally,
like they were starving.”
after two and a half hours, this
It seemed to work. On
and tragedy and triumph.
amazing mama goat had seventh
February 25th, when the
healthy babies: two doelings
septuplets were just nine
and five bucklings. The Millers
days old, the vet visited
had never heard of goat septuplets, so they looked
the farm to give them a well-check. Angelica
it up. Angelica had just set a new world record!
and all seven babies were doing great.
“I knew we had something a little bit special
about our farm,” said Elizabeth’s daughter, Elsa.
TRAGEDY STRIKES
“But I never imagined we’d have a world record.”
Two days later, Elizabeth posted an adorable
picture of Tiny with the caption, “Good morning
THE BABIES
tiny precious! She's ready for her breakfast.”
The smallest and spunkiest baby, one of the doelings,
That afternoon she shared this somber post. “...Today
earned the name Tiny. After some debate, the Millers
we lost our little Tiny. Angelica's smallest doeling, the
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‘runt’ of the litter who seemed so lively and strong but
must have been struggling in ways we couldn't detect.
We don't know why, she had a full belly and was active
this morning and this afternoon she was just gone. So
we cry, we mourn, we wonder what we should have,
could have done to prevent this and try not to beat
ourselves up because really, we know that we love this
life so much, and we did and do everything we can to
keep it all going. But sometimes it just doesn't work...”
WEANING
Nursing and caring for that many babies takes
a lot of energy. The Millers kept a watchful
eye on Angelica, making sure she had enough
nutrition to regain her weight and continue to
make enough milk. “We had to change her diet
several times to make sure she was getting enough
food, so that she didn't just waste away.”
Finally, at six weeks, the special diet just couldn’t
keep up with the demand. “She's done an amazing
job of nursing all six, and up until this week has
been able to maintain her condition,” Elizabeth
posted, “but it's starting to wear on her so it's time
to start weaning. We'll gradually reduce the time
she spends with babies over the next two weeks
until they are all set and ready for new homes.”
At eight weeks, the kids were doing great, but
Angelica just wasn’t ready to let go. She kept asking
for just a little more time and the Millers relented by
reducing their separation time to just 12 hours a day.
Finally, though, it was time for the bucklings to go to
new homes.

MOVING FORWARD
So, what’s next for these famous babies? Amalthea
will stay with the herd on Fairywood Farm. Zeus
went on to a farm in Illinois where he will be a herd
sire for a high-school-age boy who wants to start
his own herd of Nigerian Dwarf goats. Demetrius
and Pluto were wethered and went to another little
farm in Gilbert, Arizona to live out their lives as pets.
Chiron got a new position elsewhere in Arizona as
a companion to humans, horses, and HeiHie the
Goat, one of the Goats of Instagram. As I write this,
Poseidon’s fate is undecided. He may stay on at
Fairywood as a herd sire, or he may go out into the
world for as yet unforetold adventures. The process
of being included in the Guiness Book of World Records
continues. You can find out what happens next by
following Fairywood Farm on Facebook or Instagram.
Elizabeth summed it up beautifully. “I just love the
beauty of having a farm and having all the lessons
that are learned from a farm. I think there's no better
place to learn patience, to learn compassion, to learn
about the circle of life and acceptance of death and
birth and tragedy and triumph. All of that is seen
in a very intimate way on a farm. I love that we've
been able to raise our children and our grandchildren
in this environment. I think that growing up this
close to animals and to the circle of life has helped
them as adults to cope with whatever life throws
them. They know that whatever trials come up, it's
temporary, that they're going to be able to get through
it and there'll be something beautiful next.”

THERESA MILLER lives in a small ranching town in Idaho where she and
her husband own and operate a small engine repair shop called Cycles,
Sleds, & Saws. Her spare time is divided between reading, writing, cooking,
gardening, picking huckleberries, and learning new things. Her favorite
hobby is talking to people about things they are passionate about.
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BREED PROFILE:

KIKO GOATS

THE QUINTESSENTIAL SURVIVOR
by TAMSIN COOPER
BREED: Kiko (meaning meat
in Màori).
ORIGIN: In New Zealand,
fast-growing meat goats were
developed during the 1980s
by crossing selected feral does
with dairy bucks. A large feral
population of goats had derived
over the previous 100 years from
interbred European dairy breeds,
Angoras, and other imported
landraces. They were hardy and
perfectly suited to the wide range
of climates and environments
that exist over the islands of New
Zealand, including subtropical,
semi-arid, alpine, and temperate
maritime regions. However,
they were small with low milk
production. Large dairy sires
were chosen to improve size,
growth rate, and milk yield
to support fast kid growth.
HISTORY: In 1978, twenty of the
largest, soundest feral females, with
capacious udders, were chosen to
breed with bucks selected from
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commercial farms, sons of the
largest and most productive dairy
dams, including Saanen, British
Toggenburg, and Nubian does.
Dairy bucks and the best male
offspring were used for the first
three generations, until 1986 when
crossbreeding was closed. Within
the open nucleus system employed,
other does that met selection criteria
could join the project. The aim was
to increase meat production under
difficult conditions by selecting
for survivability and growth rate.
The goats lived with sheep in
steep hill country on low-grade
pasture at a high stocking rate.
They needed good foraging skills
to thrive with minimal husbandry.
Only survivors that kidded well,
while needing no hoof care, no
supplemental feeding, and minimal
parasite control, were selected.
The herd showed a dramatic
improvement in live weight and
production, and became consistent
in performance. The breed was
tested in diverse natural conditions
and was found to be highly

adaptable. However, it did not
gain popularity in New Zealand
as the Boer goat was preferred.
Around 1992, many Kikos
were exported to the United
States. Boer goats were initially
more popular, but they did not
adapt well to the humidity of
the sub-tropical southeastern
states. Studies revealed that,
in this area, Kikos consistently
performed better than Boer, and
were as hardy and productive
as Spanish goats, while yielding
higher carcass weights. American
breeders continue to promote
survivability with minimal inputs
together with high productivity.
CONSERVATION STATUS:
Rare in New Zealand; a
minority breed abroad.
BIODIVERSITY: The varied
ancestral base provides genetic
diversity, while selection for
survivability and robustness has
promoted a healthy and useful gene
pool which is adaptable to different

breed profile : : kiko goats

have adapted well to a wide range of climates and
landscapes all over New Zealand, the Pacific Islands,
North America, the Caribbean, and Mexico. They are
highly parasite tolerant, disease resistant, and resilient.
Kikos live at pasture and rarely contract mastitis, foot
problems, or respiratory infections. They are efficient
foragers on varied vegetation, needing space and good
fencing. Does rarely need assistance at kidding, bond
quickly with their young, and are great mothers. Kids
are quick to stand up and nurse, have high survival
rates, and recover weight gains quickly after weaning.

conditions. Kiko goats have a good balance of complex
traits that are sadly lacking in some commercial
breeds. The lack of standardization for show purposes
enables herds to more readily adapt to a new locality.
DESCRIPTION: While having no standardized
appearance, Kiko goats are consistent in their fastgrowing offspring on a purely pasture-based system,
while requiring minimal care. The resulting goats
are medium- to large-frame, stocky, of various colors
and coat patterns, generally with thick, outwardcurving horns and large, crimped or drooping ears.
TEMPERAMENT: Active, alert but calm, easy-going,
and amenable.
WEIGHT: Adult bucks 250–300 lb.;
does 100–180 lb.; kids 60–90 lb.
at eight months and 100–
150 lb. at 15 months.
POPULAR USE: Meat and
crossbreeding in meat and dairy
herds to improve hardiness,
parasite-resistance, and growth
rate; potential for landscape
management and packing.
PRODUCTIVITY: Does have long
productive lives, consistently
producing two kids per year that
quickly reach market weights.
ADAPTABILITY: Kiko goats
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QUOTE: “We love our Kiko. They are very curious
and eager to engage, but in a respectful way. They are
very confident and capable of withstanding rigorous
challenges, from extreme weather to performance on
the trail as pack animals. This confidence translates
into a docility which is not at all passive. They
are willing to do what we ask them to do without
stubbornness ... they will sort into multigenerational
family groups that care for one another, rather than
compete.” Karen Kopf, Kopf Canyon Ranch (Idaho).
“Kiko are one of the more teachable breeds. They are
one of the strongest, both in muscle and willpower. A
Kiko has a ‘can do’ attitude. They perk up at noise, but
don’t get nervous or panic — they wait for direction.”
Clay Zimmerman, High Uinta Pack Goats (Wyoming).
SOURCES
AKGA, Rare Breeds Conservation Society of
New Zealand.
All photographs © Susan Schoenian, Sheep and Goat
Specialist, University of Maryland Extension.
sheepandgoat.com

breeders directory

Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell!
Just $40/yr. for listing your breeds, farm name,
your name, address, phone, e-mail & website.
ALPINE

Dakota. 605-247-3220. <www.carlbsfarm.com> Nigerian Dwarf, American Alpine & Mini-Alpine. Healthy herd.
Excellent bloodlines.

LAMANCHA

Iowa

Tennessee

D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., Coggon,
IA 52218. 319-350-5819. <rranch@iowatelecom.net>
Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings–selling 200 head
annually. Breeder bucks available. Alpine, Saanen.

OSBORNE FARM, John & Jane Osborne, 2081
Jamestown Rd., Burlison, TN 38015. 901-491-1709.
<jmo1271@bellsouth.net> LaManchas & Nigerian
Dwarfs.

MA’S ACRES, Judith Nayen, 9398 NE 100th Ave.
Bondurant, IA 50035. 515-250-4836. <jlnayeri@gmail.
com> Alpine. Quality show and production doelings,
yearlings, bucklings.

Texas

Kansas
PUCKETTS ALPINE GOATS, Elaine Puckett, Council
Grove, Kansas. 620-767-5728. <www.puckettsalpines.
com> CAE & CL free, LA & DHIA.
Missouri
KRAUSE FARMS, Jessica Krause, 4627 SW
Maple Rd, Maysville, MO 64469. 816724-1834
<aaronleonkrause@gmail.
com><krausefarmsalpines.webstarts.com> Alpine,
French and American. CAE, CL Neg, Herd tested
annually.

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004.
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com>
LaManchas. Also Nubians.

MINI NUBIAN

Vermont
LAZY LADY FARM REGISTERED ALPINES, 802-7446365. <laini@lazyladyfarm.com> <www.lazyladyfarm.
com> 25 years of breeding for performance and stature.
2300 herd average on 45 does. DHIR testing. CAE and
CL free with annual testing. Records available. Pastured
May to Nov. We produce our own organic hay. Award
winning cheese operation. Bucks are from Mamm-Key
Farm, Tempo Aquila Farm and Redwood Hills. Kidding
season in March. Discounts for group purchases. www.
lazyladyfarm.com
Washington
BELLE-CHEVRE FRENCH AND AMERICAN ALPINES,
Ardell Ainsworth, 238 Patit Rd., Dayton, WA 99328.
509-382-8950. <mountaindell6@gmail.com> Alpine.
Wyoming
ALPENTHAL’S DAIRY GOATS, Tanja Miller, 430 Beaver Creek Rd., Sundance, WY 82729. 307-283-2364.
<tmiller@rangeweb.net> <www.alphenthalsdairygoats.
net> Registered American Alpine.

DOGS
Ohio
BLACKHAVENS FARM Shellie Greyhavens, Athens, OH
45701. 740-592-1073. <www.blackhavens.com> Great
Pyrenees, Icelandic sheep, Nubian goats.

Arkansas
OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 255 Owl Ridge
Farm Rd., Greenbrier, AR 72058. 870-974-1466.
<owlridgefarm@windstream.net> <www.owl-ridgefarm.com> Nubians.
California
HOLY MONASTERY OF THE THEOTOKOS, Mother
Markella or Sister Isadora, PO Box 549, Dunlap, CA
93621. 559-338-3110. <marie@eliades.net> Purebred
Nubians. Beautiful, heavy milkers. Kids available.

Virginia

Colorado

ROSA MYSTICA MINIATURE NUBIAN GOATS, Robert
& Mary Jo Thompson, 1591 WIllow Tree Rd., Ewing,
VA 24248. 502-263-3467. Mini Nubian. Green Gables
bloodlines. Beautiful, friendly pets, ample milk/half the
feed. Easy to handle. When you’re in the area please
stop by whether you’re looking or dreaming. Welcome.
Mini Nubians.

JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207,
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.

Montana
JL LAZY D GOATS, Jerry & Lori Donaldson, 4170
Eastside Hwy., Stevensville, MT 59870. 406-218-8853.
<JLLazyD@outlook.com> French Alpine. Buck service
available.

NUBIAN

NIGERIAN DWARF

Iowa
MY COUNTRY GIRLS, Barb Oliver, 2916 E Ave.,
Northboro, IA 51647. 712-370-6023 <wbmyers@
iamotelephone.com> <mycountrygirlsstore.com>
Nubian, Saanen.
New York

Iowa
HILLTOP SUNSET FARMS, Tom Burrow & Sheri
Clarke, PO Box 115, Clemont, IA 52135. 563-321-1999.
<docgonoz@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf.
Illinois
TWO DOGS FARMS, Ann Alecock, Emilie & Adelaide
Norzagaray, 1069 Township Rd. 1950E, Smithshire, IL
61478. 319-572-4105. <aalecock@yahoo.com> <www.
twodogsfarms.com> Registered Nigerian Dwarf with
superior genetics.
Missouri
BOLLES PAINTED ACRES, Jennifer Bolles, 409 SE
600th Rd, Warrensburg, MO, 64093. 660-747-1909.
<bpaintac@iland.net> <www.bollespaintedacres.
com>
New Mexico
SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio Bravo,
White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485.<seldom@
concentric.net> <www.secondbloomfarmnm.com>
Nigerian Dwarf. Excellent milk quality for the small
homestead.
Pennsylvania
GIBSON FARM, Joe & Stephanie Gibson, Blairsville,
PA 15717, 724-422-0304, <www.gibsongoatfarm.com>
<gibsonfarm.steph@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf &
Alpine Dairy Goats.

TRIPLE F FARM, Mark Geracitano, 5 Jordan Ln., Nassau, NY 12123. 518-766-7607. <Tripleffarm1@aol.com>
CAE, CL, & Johnes negative. Buck service available.
https://m.facebook.com/tripleffarm1 Other services:
Disbudding, Tattooing, Hoof Trimming.
Oregon
ACE-HI DAIRY GOATS, Margie Singletary, 3747 Lincoln
Dr., Ontario, OR 97914-8713. 541-889-4063. CAE &
CL free, milk & show. Nubians.
R R RESOURCES, Yvonne Roberts, PO Box 809, Merlin,
OR 97532. 541-479-3159. <rycj@yahoo.com> <www.
rrresources.com> Purebred, American & recorded
grade Nubians. DHIR, LA, Show, bred to milk, good
butterfat and longevity.
Tennessee
DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr, 1701 Saundersville Rd., Hendersonville, TN 37075. 615-943-5709.
<zaddie@bellsouth.net> <www.DavisRunNubians.
com> Purebred Nubian Dairy Goats.
Texas
LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004.
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com>
Nubians. Also LaManchas.

OBERHASLI

South Dakota

Idaho

CARL B’S FARM, Julie & Ron Kolbeck, Salem, South

EDEN CREAMERY - GOSHEN FARM, Cassie Dayan,
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9068 Kuna Rd., Kuna, ID 83634. 201-869-5627.
<cassiedayan@msn.com><www.edencreamery.com>
Oberhasli.

PACK GOATS

Pennsylvania
WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells
Run Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606.
<dlw@wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas &
Grades. CAE Free.
Virginia

California
B U T T- H E A D PA C K G O AT S & E Q U I P M E N T, D e n n i s W i l l i n g h a m , P O B o x 3 3 3 ,
Rough & Ready, CA 95975. 530-432-0946.
<bhpackgoats@hotmail.com> <www.butthead
packgoats.com> Halters designed just for goats,
saddles, panniers, goat coat/pack covers.

PYGMY GOATS
California
AMBER WAVES Pygmy Goats and Great Pyrenees
ship worldwide debbie@amberwaves.info Whether
you are looking for a loving family pet or a whole herd,
we can help. Visitors by appointment only. Lifetime
Support. 5-Star Verified Breeder Phone/Fax/Text
951-736-1076.

SAANEN
Delaware
RoDi HERITAGE FARMS, Robert & Diana Lawson,
18759 Harbeson Rd., PO Box 4, Harbeson, DE
19951. 302-684-8844. <lawsonbl55@yahoo.com>
Saanens.
New York
ZOAR FARMS @ Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, 144
Bert Washburn Rd., Otego, NY 13825. 607-432-3179.
<myrrhbearers@aol.com> <www.holymyrrhbearers.
com> Purebred & American Saanens, Sables. Tested
free for CAE, Brucillosis.
Ohio
TRANQUIL VALLEY DAIRY, Henry Raber, 55749 TR 87,
Fresno, OH 43824. 330-275-4983. Saanen & Alpine.

PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-2331.
<piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

SAVANNA
Idaho
BECKSTEAD FARMS, Matt & Melissa Beckstead,
Weston, ID 83286. 208-339-6428 <becksteadfarms@
yahoo.net> < www.becksteadfarms.com > Savanna.
Illinois
WEEKLEY SAVANNAS, Jonathan Weekley, Trenton, IL
62293. 618-402-0535. <jonnyweekley94@gmail.com>
Full Blood, DNA Parent Verified Herd. Savanna.
Indiana
SAND ROAD SAVANNAS, Christine Baize, 4315
W 2005, Owensville, IN 47665. 812-385-2874.
<cbaize@yahoo.com> Savanna.
Ohio
BARNHART FARMS, John Barnhart, Wapakoneta,
Ohio, 419-230-8000, <barnhartgoats.com> Savanna
and Kiko meat goats. Registered and commercial
stock.

TOGGENBURG
Iowa
DRY CREEK ACRES, Joe Skoda & Melissa O’Rourke,
1849 Whitetail Rd., Decorah, IA 52101. 712-470-3289.
<drycreekacres@hotmail.com> <www.drycreekacres.
com> Toggenburgs. Home of the 2011 and 2012 Junior
National Champions.

VARIOUS
Colorado
W A LT Z ’ S A R K , P O B o x 3 6 8 , D e l ta, CO 81416. <admin@naturalark.com>
<www.naturalark.com> Where Average Just
Won’t Do! Naturally raised Oberhasli, Nigerian
Dwarf, Boer. No chemicals, no nonsense! Great
pedigrees, great milkers!
Virginia
SKYLINE, Catherine Deeds, 14450 Oakhurst Ln.,
Orange, VA 22960. 540-672-2538. LaManchas,
Toggenburgs & Nigerian Dwarfs.

Backyard Homestead Guide
to Raising Farm Animals
By Gail Damerow

TENNESSE FAINTING
Massachusetts
MENDING WALL FARM, Ed & Judy Lowe, PO
Box 722, Assonet, MA 02702. 508-6445088. <mendingwall1948@gmail.com>
<www.mendingwallfarm.homestead.com> Tennessee
Fainting.

iamcountryside.com/shop

America’s Favorite
Poultry Magazine

backyardpoultry.iamcountryside.com
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associations
Pedigree International, Since 2000, regi s t e r i n g S a v a n n a , Te x M a s t e r a n d o t h e r s .
Offering Breed development tracking and more.
PedigreeInternational.com <http://Pedigree
International.com>. 417-327-2774.
MYOTONIC GOAT REGISTRY(Fainting), 3174
Valley Ford Rd., Adger, AL 35006. 205-425-5954.
<myotonicgoatregistry@yahoo.com> <www.myotonic
goatregistry.net>
THE MINIATURE GOAT REGISTRY(TMGR) Sup-

porting breeders and owners of the mini-dairy
breeds. Shows, conformation clinics, milk production.
www.tmgronline.com. 619-417-0989.
GEORGIA DAIRY GOAT BREEDERS—newsletter,
meetings, shows & speaker program. All breeds
welcome. Secretary: John Latimer, 1540 McRee’s Mill
Rd., Watkinsville, GA 30677. 706-769-9460. Visit us
at www.gdgba.org
MINIATURE DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION– Premier
registry for crosses of Nigerian Dwarf and standard

dairy goat breeds. Now registering Purebred Nigerians.
<www.miniaturedairygoats.net>
AMERICAN LAMANCHA CLUB, Deb Macke, Secretary/
Treasurer, N3690 Elmwood Rd., Hawkins, WI 54530.
715-563-0052. <raintreelamanchas@gmail.com>
<www.lamanchas.com>
OBERHASLI BREEDERS OF AMERIC A , B e n P e t e r s o n , S e c y. / Tr e a s . , 8 5 8 0 S
Cherry Ave., Fresno, CA 93725. <petesake
oberhasli@gmail.com> <www.oberhasli.webs.com>

Goat Journal Advertising Form • Next Deadline: July 22, 2019
Liner Classified:

Liner Breeders Directory:
Your Name:

Classification:

Address:

Your Farm Name:

City, State, Zip:

Your Name:
Address:

Classification:

City, State, Zip:

E-mail:

Phone Number:

Ad:

E-mail:
Website:
Breed(s):

Additional words ($1 each):

$40.00

Total Amount Enclosed (US):

Display Breeders/Classified (1" & 2" sizes):
SPECIAL OFFER: FREE Color! ($20 Value Per Issue)

1x - 2x=$30 per inch, per issue
Use pictures,
r!
lo
co
d
an
3x - 5x=$28 per inch, per issue
logo
n!
ig
es
D
d
A
6x=$25 per inch, per issue
FREE
E-mail:

$_______

Words in bold _____x 25¢ =

$_______

Payment enclosed (U.S. funds):

$_______

Words in all CAPITALS _____x 25¢ =

Additional Words $1 each per year:
Directory listing (6 issues):

Number of words _____ x $1.00 =

kweiler@countrysidemag.com
or call: 1-715-748-1389

$_______

X No. of issues you want your ad to run: _____ = $_______

Please type or print legibly and indicate the words you
would like in bold or capital letters.
• Don’t forget to count your name, address,
phone number and e-mail if it is part of your ad.
• 10 word minimum. Ads under 10 words
will be charged $10.

Feel free to use a separate sheet of paper
Mail to: Goat Journal Breeders/Classifieds,
P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451
or E-mail: kweiler@countrysidemag.com

backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com
1-715-748-1389 • Fax: 1-715-785-7414
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classified ads

BEEKEEPING

MILKING EQUIPMENT

M I L L E R
B E E
S U P P L Y
YOUR BEEKEEPING EXPERTS SINCE 1976!
Check us out for all your beekeeping needs. Whether you
are just starting out or already have bees we are here to
assist your needs. Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184.
496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro,
NC 28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com
Website: www.millerbeesupply.com.

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We supply to all size dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog.
1-800-245-8222

PACKGOAT SUPPLIES

EGG CARTONS

Keeping
Livestock
Healthy

THE
EGG
CARTON
STORE
Modern service and speed, old world quality and value
Over 40 years of egg packaging and marketing expertise!
Egg Cartons | Filler Flats | Beautiful Colored Cartons | Poultry Supplies
C a l l f o r G R E AT w h o l e s a l e / p a l l e t q u a n t i t y p r i c i n g ! 8 6 6 - 3 3 3 - 11 3 2
FREE SHIPPING on all cartons and filler flats
WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM

EVENTS

POULTRY FEED

2019 SMALL RUMINANT MANAGEMENT AND FIBER CONFERENCE. November 9th &10th, Ithaca,
NY. Hosted by Cashmere Goat Association and
Cornell University. Professors from Cornell,
Langston, Virginia University and distinguished
experts. Lectures/labs with recent researched
based small ruminant health and management
practices, fiber assessment, fiber production,
and marketing development. Limited registration.
<www.smallruminantmanagementandfiberconference.eventbrite.com>

FREE
SOON Church/Government Uniting, Supressing
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing “National Sunday
Law”. Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM,
Box 99, Lenoir City, TN 37771. thebiblesaystruth@
yahoo.com, 1-888-211-1715.

MEALWORMS

NON-GMO
POULTRY FEED
HEALTHYHARVESTFEED.COM

POULTRY SUPPLIES
Order
tOday!

www.sweetpdz.com
PREGNANCY TESTING
Eagle Talon lab services includes pregnancy, Johne’s,
CAE/OPP, and CL testing. Call 307-742-9072 or visit
www.eagletalonent.com
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A comprehensive
veterinary guide to
preventing & identifying
disease in: horses, cattle,
swine, goats & sheep.
Including information
on nutrition, housing,
reproduction, & restraint.
By N. Bruce HayNes, D.V.M.
345 pages

Visit:
iamcountryside.com/
shop
to get your
copy today!
Or Call:
970-392-4419

goat journal bookstore
Goat Journal Bookstore

For a complete listing of all books available visit our website:
iamcountryside.com/shop; or call 970-392-4419.

Special Deals to Help Stock Your Library!
SAVE
10%

The Backyard Goat
By Sue Weaver

Whether you want to churn out
fresh dairy products, harvest soft
cashmere for knitting, or keep
goats as playful pets, this straightforward guide teaches you how
to choose, house, feed, train, and
breed the best goats for your
space and needs. 215 pages.
$16.95
Now $14.99 — Save 10%

SAVE
25%

Storey’s Guide To
Raising Meat Goats
By maggie Sayer

In this essential handbook, author
Maggie Sayer covers every aspect
of acquiring, caring for, managing,
and marketing meat goats. It includes
topics such as planning for profitability, breed selection, where to buy,
understanding goat behavior, good
nutrition, disease prevention, basic
health care, proper shelter and much
more. 336 pages.
$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Fences For Pasture & Garden
SAVE
25%

2

By gail DameroW

A well-made fence brings peace
of mind if you keep livestock or
tend a garden that’s vulnerable
to wildlife predators. A good
fence is essential for protecting your investment. The author
weighs the pros and cons of
various fence systems and helps
you select the best one for your
needs. 154 pages.
$16.95
Now $12.75 — Save 25%

Storey’s Guide To
Raising Dairy Goats

SAVE
25%

By Jerry Belanger

The best advice on raising dairy
goats. This indispensable, fully illustrated guide provides the very
latest practical information for dairy
goat owners. All of the essentials are
covered here. 283 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

How To Build
Animal Housing

SAVE
30%

By Carol ekariuS

60 plans for coops, hutches,
barns, sheds, pens, nestboxes,
feeders, stanchions, and much
more. 260 pages.

$24.95
Now $17.49 —
Save 30%

Homegrown Herbs

SAVE
25%

By Tammi HarTung

This is the definitive guide to
planting, growing, harvesting,
and using 101 popular herbs.
A step-by-step primer for gardeners of every level. Includes
in-depth information on seed
selection; planting; maintenance and care; harvesting;
drying. 255pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Goat Journal, november/December 2018
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal bookstore

Goat Journal Bookstore
The Real Wolf

NEW!

By TeD B. lyon anD Will n. graveS

The Real Wolf is an in-depth study of the impact that wolves have had on big game
and livestock populations as a federally protected species. Expert authors Ted B. Lyon
and Will N. Graves, sift through the myths and misinformation surrounding wolves and
present the facts about wolves in modern times. Each chapter in the book is meticulously
researched and written by authors, biologists, geneticists, outdoor enthusiasts, and wildlife
experts who have spent years studying wolves and wolf behavior. Every section describes
a unique aspect of the wolf in the United States. The Real Wolf does not call for the
eradication of wolves from the United States but rather advocates a new system of species management that would allow wolves, game animals, and farmers to coexist with one
another in a way that is environmentally sustainable. 388 pages, $19.99

50 Do-It-Yourself Projects
for Keeping Chickens

Straw Bale Gardens Complete

By JaneT garman

By Joel karSTen

Get ready to jump into the
world of chickens, one DIY
project at a time. With imagination, simple tools, and salvaged
or bargain materials, you can
make everything your flock
needs for their health and
safety. 168 pages, $19.99

Use straw bales to
grow vegetables anywhere, earlier and
with no weeding!
176 pages, $24.99

Book Order Form
Title

Quantity

Book Total

Price

$

Shipping

$

Subtotal

$

WI Residents add
5.5% sales tax

$

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item, Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

Total U.S. Funds $
Name:

Visa

Address:

No.:

City:

Expiration:

State:

Zip:

MC

Discover

AmEx

Phone:

Mail to: Goat Journal Bookstore,
P.O. Box 1848, Carson City, NV 89702
970-392-4419 • BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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just for fun : : reader coloring pages

Coloring Pages

A. By Chelsea Sti
lts, age 13

B. “Levi and Somo
re, two of our Nige
rian Dwarfs, got ca
rried away with th
e
paints and brushes
when I wasn't looki
ng .”
Garibay Acres, Cot
tage Grove, Orego
n
C. My name is Da
vid Byers, I am
12 years old, and I
live in Hico, Texas
on the Circle 4B
Ranch. We don’t
raise Nubians, but it
was fun to get
to color those long
pretty ears.
My family raises Al
pine, LaMancha,
and Toggenburg da
iry goats.
Thanks for letting
me color!

A.

D. Submitted by An
na Wilson from
Small Farms in Cha
nute, Kansas

B.

E. I finished my fir
st Goat Journal
coloring page and re
ally hope it makes
it
in the next book. An
d for the record I
did get help from
my goats but then
they
started eating my
book. There is hole
in
my book now and a
big lick mark over
one of the goats he
ad. Thanks again,
- Jessi von Helms
P.S. I love my goat
s Maple,
Frisky, and Zahara

C.

D.

E.
BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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just for fun : : coloring & puzzles
G O AT J O U R N A L R E A D E R C O N T E S T J U LY/AU G U S T 2 0 1 9
ck,
get stu ll
If you
ra
e
b
m
me
just re
can
s
swer
the an
ticles
r
a
in
nd
is
be fou
t
hou th
throug ve fun!
a
H
issue.

ACROSS
2.

Johnes: Mycobacterium
avium subspecies _____.

3.

Kiko goat's country of origin.

6.

All-black endangered breed
unique to Switzerland.

10. Septomom's name.

DOWN
1.

"Baby," " milk," or "_____" teeth

4.

Parmigiano Reggiano's
American cousin.

5.

Boiling whey to reduce everything
but remaining solids: _____ method.

7.

May apple has a higher
known _____ content.

8.

Dewormer

9.

Name of Brent's buckling.

11.

When training, frequently
feed a goat's _____.

12. "Meat" in Māori.
13. There are estimated 60%
more _____ _____ herds in
the U.S. than 10 years ago.
15. Farm where Angelica lives.
17.

Animal "helper" that is
protected by federal law:

19. Goat knee.
20. The study on mixing breeds to
prevent fence climbing used
_____ and Spanish goats.
21. "Butt" piece that engages when
an animal travels downhill.
22. Vegetable oil breaks the surface
tension of _____ in the rumen

14. Spanky and Pippin came from a
small farm in _____, California.

Name:

Each issue, we will offer a chance
to win official Goat Journal swag!
Enter to win a hat by completing this
puzzle, using answers found in this
issue. The winner will be chosen
randomly from all correct submissions
returned by August 1, 2019.
Be sure to include your
contact information so we can
inform you if you won!

16. Nematode that causes the most
severe disease in goats.
18. Name of Lulu's doe.
TO SUBMIT, EITHER:
Print, fill out,
and send to:
Goat Journal
Reader Contest
P.O. Box 566,
Medford, WI
54451

Print, fill out, then
take a picture
and email to:
goatjournal@
gmail.com

Message your
answers to:
goatjournal@
gmail.com

Congratulations to Samuel Stoltzfus for winning our March/April 2019 Reader Contest. Enjoy your hat, Samuel!
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CO LO R I N G PAG E

Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM
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goat journal : : coming attractions

STAY T U N E D !
ARE YOU READY FOR RUT SEASON? THE SEPTEMBER/
OCTOBER 2019 ISSUE OF GOAT JOURNAL HAS
YOU COVERED, WITH STORIES ON:
• Can goats get STDs?
• Testing: why should you test
your goats, and how do you do
it?

• 10 goat symptoms you
should NEVER ignore!
• It’s never too early to start
milk stand training.
• Can goats get rabies?

• A feature on dealing with
aggressive goats, by guest writer Marc Warnke of packgoats.
com

• A breed profile about the
Angora goat.

• EB Ranch's stewardship
over rare San Clemente Island
goats in Wisconsin and the
body soap made from their milk.

PLUS: Katherine’s Caprine
Corner, Back from The Vet,
Secret Life of Goats, and
MORE!

• What wants to eat your
goats? Be ready for fall and
winter predators.
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Solar

®

All-In-One Fence Energizer
Users like the “plug-and-play” simplicity of
Premier’s solar units—just place it on the
ground next to the fence, drive in a ground
rod and attach the leads.

Model

Output

Should Power

 Portable and quick to set up,

IntelliShock 30

0.3 joules

1–2 rolls of net

IntelliShock 60

0.6 joules

3–5 rolls of net

 No buried lead-out wires or

IntelliShock 120

1.2 joules

6–10 rolls of net

operable in minutes.

underground cables required.

 Large capacity battery for

More output equals less hassle from weeds and ornery livestock.
A 0.60 joule unit will cover most needs (3-5 rolls of net).

increased life during long
periods with low sunlight.

Contact us for FREE catalogs!
FREE shipping on qualified orders.

premier1supplies.com • 800-282-6631

Solar IntelliShock® electric fence energizers
automatically reduce energy demand
when the fences voltage is high—due to
fewer weeds touching the fence.

